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ABSTRACT 
Structure of So ngs and Organ i zatio n of Singing 
in Fox Sparrows Breeding in Northern Utah and 
Southern Idaho 
by 
Dennis John Martin, Doctor of Phi l osophy 
Utah State University, 1975 
Major Professor: Dr. Keith L. Dixon 
Department : Biology 
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Structure of songs and organization of singing in 133 Fox Sparrows 
~~~~ll~jJ_i~~ were studied during 2 breeding seasons in 3 geograph-
ically separate popu l ations in northern Utah and southern Ida ho. The 
structure of songs was analyzed with the aid of an audiospectrograph. 
The organ i zation of the singi ng of songs in 56 bi rds was analyzed by 
app lying Markov chain ana lyses to the sequences of songs uttered. 
Songs were composed of sy llabl e- types , of which 49 were recognized. 
Syllab l e- types cou ld occur sing ly or be seria ll y repeated within songs, 
but they were never fractured so that onl y a portion of one wo ul d be in 
evidence. Songs were categorized into 5 major types (A, B, C, D, and E) 
on the basis of the uniformity amo ng individuals in the sequences of 
sy llable-types which were used to form so ngs . Most song-types were 
easi ly characterized by a particu l ar sequence of syllable- types used in 
forming the terminal portions of the songs, but song-type D was most 
easi ly characteriz ed by a sequence of sy ll able-types near the beginning 
of the song. Al though the seq uences of sy ll able- types forming songs were 
X 
suff ici ent ly distinct so that the songs could be assigned to a particular 
major song-type, there were consistent variations among individuals in 
the sequences of syllable-types composing their songs. Such variants 
were termed song-vers ions. The variation in the syllable-types composing 
so ngs tended to be restricted to the first halves of the songs. About 
one half of al l the individuals recorded sang more than one version of 
some particular song-type, usually B or C. 
Individual birds used a mean number of 8.2 syllable-types in the 
formation of each song. The mean number of syllable-types used in 
forming song-types A, B, C, D, and E in 1973 and 1974 were 7.5 -7.7, 
8 .5-7.6, 7.8-7.8, 9.4-9.4, and 9.0-7.5, respective ly. Few variations 
were evident among individuals in the mean number of sy ll able-types or 
song-types that constituted their repertoires. Differences in the mean 
number of sy ll ab l e-types composing similar song-types were al so of little 
magn itude. Significant differences were evident in the number of syllable-
types possessed by i ndividuals having repertories of 2, 3, and 4 so ngs. 
Those birds which possessed the largest repertoires of songs exhibited 
the greatest number of syllab l e-types. Six co l or-banded individuals 
did not change the size or structure of their syllable-type or song-type 
repertoires during the year or between years. 
Singing was organized into discrete bouts in which each song of an 
individual tended to be presented with equal frequency of occurrence. 
The ordering of songs within singing bouts occurred in particular 
sequences , with each song being sung once. After a bird had su ng all 
of its songs once , it would begin the sequence over aga in . The order in 
which a bird presented its songs did not change with the passage of time, 
xi 
it was not related to the song-types the bird posses sed, and it did not 
appear to be affected by the sequence of songs being su ng by neighboring 
Fox Sparrows. Markov cha in ana lysis of the ordering of songs described 
the sequencing as a first-order Markov chain in all but three birds. A 
higher order Markov chain was most appropriate for those three birds 
which were not descr i bed by a first-order Markov chain. 
Intra- and interpopulation variations in most of the parameters of 
song which were considered demonstrated little variation within any of 
the 3 populations between years or among populations in either of the 
2 years . Cluster analyses of the geographic distribution of syllable-
types and song-types reiterated that the incidence of syll ab 1 e-types 
and song-types tended to be uniform within and among the populations. 
The most distinctive group of indi viduals, based upon the presence or 
absence of syl l able-types and song-types, was the northernmost population. 
The southernmost population of birds tended to demonstrate the most 
variability in their possession of syllable-types and song-types. 
Comparison of the structure of song in Fox Sparrows with other 
species of the Emberizidae showed that Fox Sparrows ' song structuring 
was not directly analogous to that of any other emberizid, although the 
structures of Fox Sparrow songs and sy ll able-types were not sufficiently 
different that they could not be recognized as belonging to a member of 
the Emberizidae. The structure of Fox Sparrow song is most simi l ar to 
that of their nearest relatives, Melospiza, espec ially~· me l odia, 
whereas song structuri ng in Fox Sparrows is less similar to that in the 
spec i es of the g~nera Zonotrichia and Junco. 
The variations which were present in the structure of i ndiv iduals ' 
songs and the geographic distributions of syl l able-types and song-types 
xii 
were considered to reflect geographic variation rather than dialects. 
It is proposed that Fox Sparrows learn their songs early in life, as 
does Zonotrichia leucophrys, and that song may encode messages which 
allow others to recogn i ze the singer's sex, location, marital status, 
mot ivation, and species and individual identity . It is suspected that 
Fox Sparrow songs do not have great capabi l ity of conveying the 
population affiliation of the singer. It is proposed that the various 
songs of individual Fox Sparrows are of equal valence with respect to 
intraspecific interactions, and that th i s suspicion associated with 
other factors concerning the organization of singi ng in Fox Sparrows 
indicates the order in which a bird presents its songs is learned early 
in life and it is retained unaltered. 
(137 pages) 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The investigation of av i an sing ing has provided much information 
relevant to current problems in biology (Hinde 1969). But it was not 
until the advent of the sound spectrograph and portable tape recorders 
of high quality that this area of investigation gained a rel ease from 
sound comparisons based upon musica l notation and/or verbal description. 
The sou nd spectrograph has enabl ed investigators to produce standardized 
visual representations of the frequency and temporal parameters of 
avian sou nds which has enabl ed the analysis of vocalizations to develop 
into a legitimate and quantitative discipline . 
In some instances, comparisons of the vocalizations in birds have 
been a usefu l tool in delineating relationships at the subspecific, 
specific (Lanyon 1969; Payne 1973), and under favorable circumstances, 
at the generic level. However, for many groups of birds the data needed 
for comparative vocal analyses are not available. One such case is the 
complex of Jjorth American sparrow genera Melosp i za, Zonotrichia, Junco , 
and Passerella considered to be closely related by Mayr and Short (1970) 
and Paynter (1964). Vocalizations have been described in se lected 
species presently assigned by the A. 0. U. Check-list Committee (1957) 
to Me lospiza (Borror 1965; Harris and Lemon 1974 ; Lemon and Harr i s 1972; 
Mulligan 1966; Nice 1937, 1943; Stefansk i and Falls 1972a, b) and 
Zonotrich ia (Borror and Gunn 1965; Falls 1969~ King 1972 ; Konishi 1965; 
Lemon and Harris 1974; Marler and Tamura 1962, 1964; Milligan 1966; 
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Milligan and Verner 1971; Nottebohm 1969; Nottebohm and Selander 1972; 
Stefanski and Falls 1972a, b; Verner and Milligan 1971). Although the 
Fox Sparrow Passerel la iliaca is the only representative of its genus, 
and is restricted both in its wintering and breeding ranges to North 
America, no indepth study of its behavior has been conducted. 
All major investigations of Fox Sparrows have dealt with either 
the i r external (Swarth 1920) or internal (L insdale 1928a, b) morphology. 
Linsdale (1928a) compiled some records on natural history and behavior 
of Fox Sparrows and reported that there mi ght be a corre lation between 
geographic variation in the morphology of Fox Sparrows and the variation 
he thought was present in their vocal behavior, especially song. 
This study will present data which (1) descr ibes the structuri ng of 
the songs in Fox Sparrows and compare this structuri ng with that of the 
species in Melospiza, Zonotrich ia, and Junco. (2) This study al so will 
consider the variation of song structuring within and among three 
geographica ll y separate Fox Sparrow popu lations and (3) discuss the 
patterning observed within individuals' s inging bouts. (4) . The funct i onal 
implications of the structure of songs and manner in which they are 
presented also will be discussed. 
Singing Behavior 
Fox Sparrows produce a number of vocalizations, the most distinctive 
of which is the male's primary song. Although the females may at times 
produce song, their rendition is much softer and tends to be incomplete 
(Saunders 1910; present study). Males are extremely vociferous and may 
be heard singing during the day throughout sp ri ng and early summer. 
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Although the structure of Fox Sparrow song varies over broad geographic 
areas (Linsda l e 1928a; Austin 1968), it i s always characterized by its 
complexi ty, richness of tone, and great amplitude. The messages 
encoded within Fox Sparrow song will be considered equivalent to those 
of the Song Sparrow Melospiza me l odia studied by Mulligan (1966:2): 
sex, locations, possess ion of a territo ry, aggressive and sexual 
motivation , and individual identity. 
Fox Sparrows apparently sing along their routes northward during 
spri ng migration, although most of these efforts produce only subsong 
(see rev iew in Austin 1968). By the time the birds arrive at their 
breedi ng grounds most males are s inging full so ng. Only one individual 
was recorded singing subsong at the ti me of arrival U1arch 24, 1974), 
and it progressed into full song within three days. 
Seasonally, the Fox Sparrows I studied began singing within a few 
days of their arrival on the breeding areas (late March through April) 
and continued s inging vigorously until their yo ung hatched . From the 
seco nd week of May until the fir s t of June, which constituted the 
nestling and early fledgling periods, males indulged in little singing, 
bei ng preocc upied with the care of their young . During early June 
there was a resurgence of singing that persisted until mid-July; after 
that time singing ceased for the season. Although a few birds sang 
during the early fall after their postnuptial molt (Saunders 1948; 
present study), this was neither common nor persistent behavior . 
The daily singing patterns of Fox Sparrows were dissimil ar to 
those of most "songbirds." Fox Sparrows se ldom parti cipated in the 
sunri se chorus of other passerines. Rather, this time was spent for aging. 
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Then, two to three hours after sunrise, as the sun began to shine 
direc tly upon the canyon floor , Fox Sparrows began singi ng vigorously . 
Singing diminished after midday, but became more prevalent again toward 
evening, reaching a peak as the sun set. 
Song appeared to function more as a distant threat rather than a 
proxima l territorial proclamation between rival males. Displays 
accompanying disputes in which the contestants were within a few meters 
of each other or an intruder was within a res ident's territory tended 
to be dominated by "chirping" calls and posturing. After repelling 
the intruder, the resident ma le would ass ume an exposed perch and sing 
vigorously; such singing sessions would, at times, continue for five 
minutes or n~re . This behavior lent itself well to the field record ing 
of Fox Sparrow singing. Upon playing a recording of conspecific song 
within a male's territory, the resident wou ld approach and, if marked, 
could be identified easi ly. Then, after failing to locate the intruder 
(s imulated by the playback), the resident would assume a close perch and 
sing (frontis), enab lin g me to obtain high-quality recordings. 
Unlike Song Sparrows (Harris and Lemon 1974), Cardinals Richmondena 
cardina li s (Lemon and Chatfield 1971), and Chaffinches Fringilla coe l ebs 
(Hinde 1958), Fo x Sparrows do not sing a bout of songs consisti ng of 
one type or theme and then sw itch to another type. Rather, Fox Sparrows 
tend to organize their song-types in an order ly fash ion within singing 
sessions , and consecutive so ngs almost always are different. Thus, all 
the song- types in an individual Fox Sparrow's repertoire are sung with 
almost equal frequency, and a bird's total repertoire may be samp led 
quickly. 
CHAPTER I I 
METHODS 
The Fox Sparrows considered herein breed in the canyons of the 
Bear River Mountains which border Cache Valley of northern Utah and 
southern Idaho. These birds inhabit the thick deciduous growth 
associated with the water courses of the canyon bottoms (Figure 1. 
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See appendix for all figures). Only three canyons emptyi ng into Cache 
Valley support rivers large enough to provide the extensive habitat 
needed for Fox Sparrow populations {Figure 2). Two of the canyons, 
Blacksmith Fork and Logan, are located in Utah; and the third, Cub 
River Canyon, is in Idaho (Figure 3). The entrance of Blacksmith 
Fork Canyon i s 13.6 km south of Logan Canyon and 56.8 km south of Cub 
River Canyon. Although a few pairs of Fox Sparrows may breed along 
the floor of Cache Valley proper, no cont inuous band of breeding birds 
connects the three populations. Thus, the breeding populations of the 
canyons are geographically distinct. 
Tape recordings and observations were made during the breeding 
seasons of 1973 and 1974. Recordings were made with a Uher 4000 IC 
tape recorder at 19 em/sec which was equipped with a Uher M-517 
microphone mounted on a 60.9 em parabolic reflector. Sonagrams were 
produced with a Kay Electric Company Sonagraph {6061-B). Although both 
narrow and wide band-pass filter sett ings were used to produce sonagrams, 
only those made with the wide band-pass setting are illustrated . The 
wide band technique was preferred because the wide band-pass filter 
distorts the frequency axis, a distortion that highlights frequency-
modulated sounds . Also, wide band -pass sonagrams are used because 
most published data are in this format and readers may therefore 
better compare these findings with those in other works. 
Seventy-one ma le Fox Sparrows were recorded in 1973 and 62 in 
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1974 on Ampex Professional recording tape. Of those birds recorded in 
1973, 22 resided in Blacksmith Fork Canyon, 49 in Logan Canyon, and 10 
in Cub River Canyon. During 1974, 25 birds were recorded in Blacksmith 
Fork Canyon, 28 in Logan Canyon, and 9 in Cub River Canyon. Twelve 
birds in Logan Canyon were color banded in 1973, permitting a check on 
the stabi lity of individuals' songs through time. Analysis of the 
organization of the singing of Fox Sparrows has incor porated data 
collected over two years (1973 and 1974) from 133 males breeding in 
three geographica ll y distinct populations. Only 56 Fox Sparrows, from 
which I had extensive data, were analyzed in detail. Totals of 8 , 15, 
and 7 ma les in 1973 and 9, 12, and 5 from 1974 with repertoires of 2, 
3 and 4 songs, respective ly, were analyzed. 
Although the songs of Fox Sparrows have been designated as A, B, 
C, D, and E, this does not imply any~ priori hierarch ical or proba-
bilistic sequence to the occurrence of particu l ar songs during singing 
sessions. 
Analysis of variance tests (Sokal and Rohlf 1969), with a at 0.05, 
were used to determine if the various parameters of song and singing 
which I measured were statistically significant. Methods which pertain 
only to particular chapters of the text are discussed within their 
respective sections . 
CHAPTER I I I 
STRUCTURE OF SONG WITH E~1PHASIS UPON COMPARISONS 
WITHIN THE EMBERIZIDAE 
So ng Structure 
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Regrettably the terminology used in this report to describe songs 
is not, and canno t be, completely synonymous with t hat of simi lar 
studies (Borro r 1965; Harris and Lemo n 197 4; Lemon 1865; Mulligan 1966; 
Nottebohm 1969; Thompson 1970, 1972 ). One cannot expect such uniformity 
because of specif ic differences in songs and their modes of deve lopment. 
The unifying feature between this and previous studies i s that analyses 
have been made at the level of what appears to be the compo nents 
individual birds use to compose their songs. 
Initially the various songs of Fox Sparrows were di stinguished 
in the field by their overa ll uniformity, both within and among 
individuals, and by the i r being organized into discrete units during 
singing sess ions. The organization of the elements forming songs i s 
referred to hereafter as the structure of the songs. Five major song-
types were readi ly distinguishable to the practiced observer, and were 
designated alphabetically as A, B, C, D, and E (Figures 4 and 5). 
Song-types were ana 1 yzed further on the basis of their constituent 
sy ll ab l e-types. Sy ll able-types were defined as the single- or multi-
noted sou nds, which may or may not be seria lly repeated, that appear 
to be the building blocks of a particular song-type (Figure 6) . 
Th erefore, a syllabl e-type may be present or abs ent, uttered sing ly or 
repeated seriall y in a particular song-type, but never fragmented so 
that only a portion of it would be in evidence. This method, 
although admittedly subjective, permitted me to represent seria lly 
repeated syllable-types with a single numerical designation of 1 
through 49 when. classifying sequences of syllable-types in songs . 
This convention is i llustrated by syllable- types 34 and 38 in 
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Figure 6. As defined here, a syllable-type could consist of more than 
one temporally discrete sound, termed a note (Figure 6). 
Although the songs of individual s may be designated the same 
type (e.g., A, B, C), this does not imply that the songs of those 
individuals are structurally identical. All the major song-types 
were represented by a l arge variety of song-versions (see Table 1, 
see appendix for all tables; and Figures 4 and 5). As will be shown 
later, it is the marked similarity of the sequences of sy llable-types 
within certai n portions of songs which permitted grouping them into 
specific classes. The form of syllable-types which were classified 
similarly did not vary as much among individuals as the song-versions 
each individual sang. Most syllable-types were easily identifiable, 
and only a few (Figure 7) exhibited much variation in form among 
individuals. 
Song-type A 
Song-type A (Figure 4) was sung by 59 percent of the Fox Sparrows 
recorded and was the third most common song-type in the repertoire of 
the birds (Table 2). It consisted of 6-11 syllable-types per song, 
fewer than in any other song-type (Table 3). Certain important trends 
co ncerning the syllable-type sequences within each song-type could be 
established by visual examination of Figure 4 and Table 1. The 
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syllable-types and the sequence of sy ll able-types composing song-type 
A were extremely constant. Song- type E appeared to be more uniform 
than song-type A (especia ll y in 1973, Table 1), but only 19 of 133 
birds possessed song-type E. If so ng-type E is excluded from 
considerat ion due to insufficient data concern ing its variabi lity, 
song-type A becomes the most uniform of the remain ing song-types with 
respect to the numbers of different syl l able-types and the sequences 
of sy llable-types which compose it. 
Almost all the variation in song-type A was restricted to the 
first half of the song, centering in the use of syllable-types 2 and 
3, which usua ll y followed t he int roductory note (Figure 4, Tabl e 1). 
Sy ll ab le-type 2 and 3 were very simi la r in form (Figures 6 and 7), 
and were distingu i shed chiefly by ·t he presence of an up-slur tai l in 
sy ll abl e-type 3. This terminal feature was not always present and 
also used the criterion that a type 3 syllab l e was repeated two or 
more times , whereas a "typical" syllab l e-type 2 was only given once 
per so ng. These criteria were not always effec tive for separating 
the two syllable-types and, because sy l lable-types 2 and 3 demonstrated 
more overlap than any other combination of sy llabl e-types , in reality 
they may not be distinct. If this i s the case and if on e considers 
sy ll able-types 2 and 3 to be ident ical, then the homogeneity of so ng -
type A becomes even greater than it is (Tab 1 e 4). A 11 versions of 
song-type A terminated with the syllabl e-type sequence of 6, 7, 8, and 
9, which distinguished it from all other song-types (Tab le 1, Figure 4) . 
Song- type B 
Song-type B (Figure 5) was sung by 88 percen t of the Fox Sparrows 
recorded and was the second most common so ng-type in the birds' 
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repertoires (Table 2). It consisted of 5-10 syllable-types (Table 3). 
This song-type was the most variable, both in its sy ll ab le-type 
compos ition and in its sy ll able-type sequences of all the song-types. 
Although two or three genera lized sequences of syllable-types 
predomina ted (Table 4), there were many versi ons in which only one 
or two syl lab le-types were added or omitted from the generalized 
format (Table 1) . 
As in so ng-type A, the endings of the various versions of song-
type B exhibited great simi larity among individuals (Table 1, 
Figure 5). Even though most songs ended with the syllable-type 
sequence 25, 25, 27, this pattern was not as consistent among 
individuals as the terminal sequence of song-type A (Tab le 1). 
Song-type C 
Song-type C (F i gure 5) was present in the repertoires of 70 of 
71 birds in 1973 and 53 of 52 birds in 1974 (Table 2) and thus was 
the most common of all the song-types. The song consisted of 5-11 
syllable-types (Tab le 3). There was cons i derab le variation in the 
composit ion of the first half of the song (Table 1, Figure 5), but 
on ly three of the versions were sung common ly in both 1973 and 1974 
(Table 4). Song-type C usual ly ended with the sy l lab l e-type sequence 
29, 37, and 38 (Table 1). 
The terminal sequence of syllable-types was, as in song- types A 
and B, very stereotyped among birds. However, a terminal syllable-
type (39) was used by some birds and not by others (Tab l e 1), and 
even individuals which normally terminated their song with syllable-
type 39 would infrequently omit it . Sy"llable-type 39 occurred on ly 
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in the terminal position and it was recorded only in song-type C. 
Song-type D 
Song-type D (Figure 5) was recorded from only 27 percent of all 
Fox Sparrows analyzed (Table 2). This song- type consisted of 6- 11 
syllab le types whose sequences were the most variable of all the song-
types considered (Figure 5, Tables 1 and 3) . However, consistency 
was evident in that 53 percent of the birds sampled in 1973 sang one 
or the other of only two versions of song-typeD (Table 4). 
Whereas the terminal sequences of syllable-types of song-types 
A, B, C, and, to a lesser extent, E, were strictly structured, those 
of song-type D were quite variable. The parameters used to distinguish 
so ng-type D from other so ng-types were the rolling, musical sounds 
produced by the syllable-types of the first ha l f of the song. These 
usually resulted from the presence of syllable-types 40, 41, 13 or 
21 (Figures 5 and 6, Table 1). Despite the fact that song-type D 
usua lly ended with a syllable-type sequence similar to that of song-
type B, song-type D was distinct to the human observer and most easily 
characterized by the composition of the first half of the song. In 
contrast, the song-versions of the various song-types which might be 
confused with song- type D were virtually indistinguishable within a 
particular song-type, but easily separable from versions of song-type 
B. 
Song-type E 
Song-type E was an uncommon component of the birds' repertoires 
and occurred in only 14 percent of the birds recorded (Table 2), 
although it did exhibit considerable uniformity in its syllable-type 
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sequence (Figure 5, Table 1). Of the various patterns resulting from 
the 6-11 sy llable-types forming song-type E, only one pattern was 
common in 1973 and a different one in 1974 (Tab les 4 and 5). The 
terminal sequence of syllable- types forming song-type E was again 
consistent among individuals (Figure 5, Table 1). Song-type E usua lly 
ended i n the syl l able-type sequence of 45, 32, 25, and 46. 
Size of Song-Type Repertoires and 
Syll ab l e-Type Repertoires 
The distinction between Fox Sparrows' major song-types and so ngs 
i s important. As noted previously, individual birds could possess a 
repertoire contain ing more than one version of one of the major song-
types listed in Table 1. Al though an individua l' s reperto i re may have 
consisted of more than one version of a song- type (e.g., two type B ' s, 
a 1,2,17,22,24,25,26,27 and a 1,2,4,5,20,49,26,27), the different 
versions were used as independent units during sing ing sessions , a 
point which will be el aborated upon in the following section . Making 
a distinction between Fox Sparrows' major song- types and songs enabled 
birds to be categorized such that their song repertoires were in 
excess of f ive songs . Howeve r, this phenomenon was rare; on ly one 
bird recorded in 1973 and one i n 1974 exhi bited more than fi ve songs. 
These two indiv idual s had seven and six song s , respectively, and were 
the only birds which possessed all five major song-types. 
Of those birds which sang versions of major song-types, only two 
uttered t hree vers i ons of the same song-type (in both cases , song-type 
C). The song-types most commonly represented by song-versions were 
B and C. Only two individuals simultaneously possessed versions of 
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two different song- types, and both sang versions of song-types B and 
C. Omitting these two individuals from those in Table 6, it i s 
observed that a large number of birds (49 of 133) sang versions of 
major song-types. 
Considering the numerous options availab le to the Fox Sparrows 
for varying the sizes of their song repertoires, the uniformity of 
the repertoire size among members of the popul at ion (X = 3.2 in 1973, 
3.1 in 1974) i s considerable (Tab le 7). No sign ifi cant difference 
(P > 0.05) in the size of the so ng repertoire between the 1973 and 
1974 study populations was demonstrated. 
Forty-n ine syllable-types were identified by pooling the so ngs 
from all ma l es ana lyzed during 1973 (Figure 6); no new sy l lable-types 
appea red in those birds recorded in 1974 . Although the size of an 
individual ' s sy ll able-type repertoires co uld range from 10 to 33, an 
analys is of variance indicated that there were no significant 
differences (P > 0.05) in size of repertoires between the combined 
popu lations of the canyons in 1973 and 1974 (Table 7) . The relative 
consistency in the number of syllable-types which composed each of 
the five major song-types is illustrated in Table 3. An analys i s of 
variance test of these data indicated that t here were no significant 
differences in the number of syllable-types of wh i ch majo r song-types 
were composed, either within or between years (P > 0.05). Likewise, 
the number of sy llable-types compos ing individuals' songs showed no 
significant difference at the P < 0.05 level (Table 8) . 
The sharing of syllable-types among individuals was common; 22 
of the 49 syllable-types were shared by 50 percent or more of the 
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birds, whereas 18 were shared by 20 percent or less (computed from 
data in Table 9). By comparing those syl lable-types in t he termina l 
portion of songs (Table 1) with the percentage of sharing of syl l able-
types among birds (Table 9), it was apparent that those syllab le-types 
used in the termina l portions of song-types A, B, and C accounted for 
much of the observed overlap. 
Although there appeared (1973 and 1974 pooled) to be no signi-
ficant difference in the number of syllable-types per bird, there 
was a significant difference (P < 0.05) in the number of syllable-
types pos sessed between individua ls hav i ng a song reperto ire of 2, 
3, and 4 (Table 10, Figure 9). 
Temporal Aspects of Singing 
Litt l e var i ation occurred in the temporal aspects of s inging. 
As illustrated by Figures 4 and 5, the duration of songs among 
individuals appeared uniform. Most of the variation could be accounted 
for either by the number of repetitions of notes composing particular 
sy llable-types, i.e., 22, 28, 34, 39 (especia ll y for song-types Band 
C), or by the variability in the interval between the first and 
second syll ab le-types of the songs of particul ar individuals (see 
Figure 8, so ng-type B of bird 1). 
The durations of the silent intervals separating songs during 
singi ng sessions were not significantly different {P > 0.05, Table 11). 
The length of the silent inte r val separating the songs of individuals 
with reperto ires of 2, 3, and 4 songs al so was not significant 
(P > 0.05, Tab l e 12). 
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Constancy of So ng Through Time 
The singing behavior of individual Fox Sparrows from one year 
to the next was constant. Six ind i vidua l s marked in 1973 and 
relocated in 1974 had reestablished themselves on the same general 
territory site. These six birds sang the same song-types, consisting 
of the same sy l lable- types and sequences, and they sang them in the 
identical order within singing sessions as they had in the previous 
season. General characteristi cs also persisted from year to year. 
Those individuals that had varied from the population norm in some 
as pect of their vocal behavior, such as singing at a faster or a 
s lower rate, persisted in their unique ma nner in 1974. 
There was also little variation between 1973 and 1974 in most of 
the parameters measured . The mean number of song-types and syl l able-
types possessed by the 1973 population (Table 7) did not differ 
s ignificantly from those in the 1974 population (P > 0.05) . The year-
to-year variation in the percentage of birds possessing particular 
song-types or sy l lable-types was only 6.4 percent (computed from 
Table 2) and 7.0 percent (computed from Table 9), respectively. Those 
song-versions of song-types A, B, and C that were sung most common ly 
exhibited l i ttle var i at i on between years, whereas the common ly sung 
versions of song-types D and E were notably different (Table 4) . 
Although there was considerable carryover between years in the 
frequency of occurrence of major song- types and syllable-types 
(Tables 2 and 9, respectively), the total amount of specific song 
patt~rns shared between the 1973 and 1974 individuals was not as 
pronounced (Tables 1 and 5). On ly 22 of the 147 song patterns recorded 
during both 1973 and 1974 were shared between years (computed from 
Table 1). This would appear to indicate that there may be large, 
yearly turnovers in the individuals breed ing in the canyons. 
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The mean numbers of sy l lab l e-types used by individual Fox 
Sparrows to form songs during 1973 and 1974 (Table 8) were not signi-
ficant ly different (P > 0.05). Although the data for the mean number 
of syllable-types compos ing specific song-types were more variab l e 
(Table 3}, considerable uniformity was exhib ited . Song-types A, C, 
and D did not differ significant ly in the mean number of constituent 
syllable-types, but song-type B was close to being significantly 
different at the P < 0.05 l evel and song-type E was s i gnifi cantly 
different between years. 
Of those bi rd s whose song repertoires contained more than one 
version of any particular song-type, 53 percent were from the 1973 
population and 57 percent from the 1974 population. Thus, there was 
no statist i cal ly significant difference in the numbers of birds 
singing song-versions between 1973 and 1974 (P > 0.05) . 
Discuss ion 
Rather than dwelling upon a comparison of Fox Sparrows song with 
the extensive literature dealing with avian vocalizations, I expect 
that it will be most informative to concentrate upon comparisons with 
those species of other genera included in the Emberizidae by Storer 
(1971}, especia lly Melospiza, Zonotrichia, Junco, and Emberiza species 
wh i ch are most closely related to Passe rella . 
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The affinities of£. iliaca to the other emberizid species are 
sti ll speculative. Linsdale (1928a, b), Grinnell and Miller (1944), 
Paynter (1964}, and also Mayr and Short (1970) considered Melospiza 
and Passerella congeneric due to morphological simi l arities, and 
united both under Passerel l a. On the basis of morphologica l similar i ties 
and incidence of hybridization, Paynter (1964, 1970) suggested further 
that Passerella (including Melospiza) should be merged with Zonotrichia. 
Mayr and Short (1970) appeared to concur in this action . However, 
this lumping trend becomes carried to what seems a questionable extreme 
with the s ugges tion by Short and Si mon (1970) that the enlarged genus 
IQ~~~fb.~- shou ld be combined with Junco . Future designs have been 
laid al so (Mayr p. 85, in Mayr and Short 1970) to merge this entire 
comp l ex of New World spa rrows with Emberiza of the Old World. 
Regardless of the taxonomic disposi tion, the species of the genera 
just discussed constitute a natural group and a comparative study of 
their vocalizations should be of i nterest. In support of th i s 
contention, the few studies to date have demonstrated responsiveness 
between Melospiza melodia, ~ - georgiana, and Zonotrichia albicollis 
to certain cal l s of members of other species of the group (Stefanski 
and Falls 1972b) and of~- melodia and l· leucophrys to each other's 
primary so ng (Milligan and Verner 1971). In neither study were the 
intergeneric aggressive responses as strong as the intraspecific or 
intrageneric responses . To this extent spec ies allocat ions on 
morphologica l grounds is supported . 
In comparison with the songs of other emberizid sparrows, the 
most salient aspect of Fox Sparrow's song is its structura l uniformity 
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between individua l s despite the l arge number of the constituent 
syllab le-types. My brief analysis of recordings of Fox Sparrow songs 
from the California-Nevada border (courtesy of K. L. Dixon), San 
Gabriel Mountains of southern California (Cody 1974 and personal 
communication), and eastern Canada (Cornell Univ. Sound Mus.) indicates 
that such uniformity is a constan t feature of the individuals of the 
species. 
The structure of the songs of White-throated I· albicollis 
(Borror and Gunn 1965, Lemon and Harris 1974) and Andean I· capensis 
(Nottebohm 1969, King 1972) sparrows also exhibits pronounced uniformity 
within species organization. In contrast to those of Fox Sparrows, 
however, the repertoires of individuals of these species tend to be 
limited to only one song-type, rarely two or three . Further, each 
song-type genera lly consists of only 2-4 syllab l e- types. Individua l 
Oregon Juncos Junco oreganu~ have more than one song-type, but usually 
each song consists of only one serially-repeated syllable-type 
(Konishi 1964a, b; Marler et al. 1962). (Recently the A. 0. U. Check-
list Committee (1973) merged~· oreganus with~· hyemalis. The previous 
classification will be used herein beca use it defines better the 
geographic region and the history of the Juncos discussed). 
The opposite extreme in song structure i s shown by Song Sparrows 
(~. melodia). Song Sparrows in Mainereportedly possess a mean of 
37.6 phrases, 8-9 major song-types, and up to 60 variations of each 
ma jor song-type per individual (Borror 1965). (The "phrases" of Song 
Sparrows appear to equate well to my definition of syllable types). 
Thus, each Maine Song Sparrow exhibits about 200 song variations. 
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Song Sparrows in California appear to be even more flexible, possessing 
approximately 16 song-types per i ndiv id ual (Mulligan 1966). Hav ing 
such repertoires, one might expect co ns iderable sharing of song-types 
between individual Song Sparrows, but such i s not the case . Borro r 
(1965 ), Mu lligan (1966), and Ha rris and Lemon (1972) all reported 
virtuall y no sharing of so ng-types that consi s ted of the same seque nce 
of syllab les. 
Song structure in Fox Sparrows appears to be intermediate between 
that of White-throated and Andean sparrows and that of Song Sparrows. 
Most Song Sparrows pos sess twice as many major song-types as do Fox 
Sparrows; the latter, in turn, manifest about twi ce as many major song-
types as the Zonotrichia sparrows. Oregon Ju ncos and Fox Sparrows 
both maintain repertoires of song-types, but the former do not have 
the syl l able-type complexity of Fox Sparrows . Song-structure comp l ex i ty 
is l east in Oregon Juncos, intermediate and comparable between Fox 
Sparrows and some of the Zonotrichia species cons idered above, and 
most pronounced in Song Sparrows. 
Zonotrichia sparrows have a fairly s i mp le form of so ng in ce rtain 
populations and are known to form di alect s (i .e., differences i n song 
occurring in neighboring populations) (Marler and Tamura 1962, 1964; 
Nottebohm 1969, Nottebohm and Sel ander 1g70 , King 1972) . Dialects of 
White-crowned and Andean sparrows are formed by the matching of the 
sy ll ab l e-type structure in the terminal portions of songs by all the 
members of spatially and temporally neighboring popul at i ons. This 
phenomenon appears to correlate with the observed song structure of 
Fox Sparrows , in which s imilarity between individuals i s most appa rent 
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in the terminal portions of all song-types, with the possible exception 
of song-type D. Although the first half of each song-type appeared 
greatly varia ble, this impression tends to be exaggerated by the 
inevitable contrast one makes between the first and last halves of 
the songs. A visual compari son of the sequences of syllable-types in 
the first half of the song-versio ns listed in Table 1 emphasizes that 
the introductory portions of major song-types also have their own 
characteristic order of syl l ab l e-types . 
Fox Sparrows in California and eastern Canada do not sing t he 
same song-types as the Utah-Idaho birds. Whether or not these 
vari ations reflect a system of dialects as defined by Nottebohm (1969), 
possibly related to their subspeci fi c differentiation, will have to 
awa it furt her in vest i gation. 
Well-defined dialects have not been reported either for Oregon 
Juncos (Konishi 1964b) or for centra l Californian populations of Song 
Sparrows (Mulligan 1966). Borror (1965:16) stated that the so ng s of 
Song Sparrows in Maine "from different ... areas differed in various 
characteristics" and he called these dialects. Li kewise, Harris and 
Lemon (1972) described loca l dialects in Song Sparrows in Quebec. 
However, in both these studies of dialects, the populations did not 
appear to be contiguous; rather, they were suffi ciently di stant that 
geographic variation cannot be el iminated . In any case, the similarity 
of song organization between individua l s is much less evident in Song 
Sparrows than in White-crowned,Andean, or even Fox Sparrows. Thus, 
the simi larity in organization of song among the pop ul ations of 
f. iliaca I studied appears to be intermediate between that observed 
in populations of Zonotrichia sparrows and that in Song Sparrows. 
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Most of the variation in sy ll able-types of individual Fox Sparrows 
is minor. The form of most syllable-types i s such that there is little 
confusion associated with assigning particular sounds to specific 
syllable-types. In this re spect, Fox Sparrows appear unique among 
those passerines which possess complex so ngs. Over 50 percent of all 
the indi vidual s analyzed shared approximately 50 percent of all 
identified sy ll ab le-types. Suc h sharing of syllable- types between 
individuals is, of course, surpassed by many emberizids, but in these 
cases , the song and syllable repertoires are restricted in size. 
Thorpe and Lade (1961) illustrated the fact that Emberiza citrinella, 
f. schoeniclus, f. hortulana, f. bruniceps, f. calandra, Calamosp i za 
me l anocorys , Passerculus sandwichensis (see also Smith 1954), 
Ammodramus bairdii, Passerherbulus caudacutus , Ammospiza maritima, 
Junco hyema lis, ..1_. oreganus, Spizella arborea, ~- passerina, ~- pallida, 
~- pusilla, Zonotrichia guerula, and Melosp·iza georgiana all possess 
structurally rigid songs consisting of few sy llable- types . 
In addition to Song Sparrows, the Lark Sparrow Chondestes grammacus 
and Bachmann's Sparrow Aimophila aestivalis (Hartshorne 1956; Thorpe 
and Lade 1961) have been shown to possess "extremely variable songs 
which result from ... random use of a considerable number of phrases" 
(Thorpe and Lade 1961:252). Other emberizids which also appear to 
fit this category (i.e., Rhynchophanes mccowni i, t~elospiza lincolnii, 
Calcarius lapponicus, I· pictus, I· ornatus, and Plectrophenax nivalis 
(Thorpe and Lade 1961) have not been examined thoroughly enough to 
permit their comparison. 
Somewhat intermediate in song structure are the following 
emberizids (as classified by Storer 1971): Pooecetes gramineus 
(Vesper Sparrow}, Pipilo erythrophthalmus (Rufous-sided Towhee}, 
Chlorura chlorura (Green-tailed Towhee), Richmondena cardinalis 
(Cardinal), Pyrrhuloxia sinua ta (Pyrrhuloxia), Passerina ciris 
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(Painted Bunting), f. versicolor (Varied Bunting), f. leclancherii 
(Orange-breasted Bunting), f. rositae (Rose -bellied Bunting), f. amoe na 
(Lazuli Bunting), f. cyanea (Indigo Bunting), and Junco phaenotus 
(Mexican Junco). Varied, Painted, Indigo, Lazuli, and Orange-breasted 
Buntings (Thompson 1968) and Mexican Juncos (Marler and Isaac 1961) 
all possess extensi ve song-type and syllable-type repertoires, but 
usually do not share any song-types and share only a 1 imited number 
of syll able-types. Cardinals (Lemon 1965, 1966), Pyrrhuloxias (Lemon 
and Herzog 1969}, Green-tailed Towhees (Burr 1974 MS), and Rufous-
sided Towhees (Kroodsma 1971) likewise possess large song-type and 
syllable-type repertoires, but most individuals of these species do 
share a considerable amount of their total repertoires. Kroodsma 
(1971) reported 63.5 percent sharing of songs by neighboring Rufous-
sided Towhees in Oregon. 
Song structure in emberizids may be considered as a long continuum 
of structural complexity. Almost any conceivab l e form of song, from 
the simple structure of the Oregon Junco (Konishi 1964a, b) and the 
Chipping Sparrow~- passerina (Borrow 1959b} to the complex arrangement 
of the Song Sparrow (Borror 1965, Mul li gan 1966), is represented by 
some member of the family. The song structure of Fox Sparrows fits 
very neatly into this emberizid continuum along with Cardinals, 
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Pyrrhuloxias, Mexican Juncos, and towhees. The generalization which 
can be made about f. iliaca and its closest relatives appears to be 
as follows. Zonotrichia sparrows and some juncos are characterized 
by their possession of limited syllable-type and song-type repertoires. 
Passerell a and Melospiza (particularly~· melodia) are similar in 
exh ibiting large song-type repertoires characterized by rather lengthy 
and complex arrangements of extensively modulated sy l lable-types that 
result in sounds both musical and "buzzy" to the human ear. Individual 
Song Sparrows, however, exhibit a much greater number of song-versions 
than Fox Sparrows. The songs of Passerella iliaca and Melospiza spp. 
are more simi lar to each other in structure than either is to those of 
Zorotrichia or Junco. The structura l simplicity of songs in the Old 
World Emberiza (Thorpe and Lade 1961) shows a closer alignment with the 
New World Zonotrichia-Junco assemblage than with Passerella-Melospiza. 
The foregoing discussion demonstrates a degree of uniformity 
between Passerella and Melospiza and does not contradict the contention 
of Linsdale (1928a, b), Grinnell and Miller (1944), Paynter (1964), 
or r~ayr and Short (1970) that these gene1·a are similar and shoul d be 
merged. The discussion does reveal considerable dissimilarity between 
Passerell a and the Zonotrichia and Junco sparrows. Thus, the struc ture 
of song in these sparrows supports the separation of these l atter 
two genera and the Passerell a-Me lospiza group. 
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CHAPTER IV 
VARIATION IN THE SONG STRUCTURE IN POPULATIONS OF FOX SPARROWS: 
COMPARISONS WITH OTHER SPECIES 
In tra- and Interpopulation Variation in Parameters 6f Song 
Songs of Fox Sparrows from populations breeding in Cub River, 
Logan, and Blacksmith Fork canyons during 1973 and 1974 were analyzed 
to determine the extent to which song structure varied within and 
among populations. 
Numbers of song-types and 
syllable-types 
The most obvious vari ab ility in the mean number of syll able-types 
possessed by any groups of Fox Sparrows was related to the number 
of songs comprising individuals' repertoires (Table 12). The numbers 
of sy ll able-types recorded from birds varied directly with the number 
of songs an individual exhibited (Figure 9). 
Inspection of Tables 13 and 14 shows little between-year variation 
in the mean number of song-types or syl l able -types within any of the 
three populations at the P < 0.05 l evel (Table 15) . Similar results 
were obtained by the comparison of these same data at the between-
canyon l evel (Tables 13 and 14). No significant differences in the 
mean number of syllable-types were found among canyon populations for 
1973 and 1974 (P > 0.05). Thus, both for the number of syllable-types 
and for the number-of song- types there was no marked variation within 
any population between years or between populations within 1973 and 1974. 
Numbers of sy llable-types per 
particular song-types 
Just as there was uniformity in the mean number of so ng-types 
and syllable-types exhibited in the populations, there was little 
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variation in the mean number of syllable-types composing particular 
song-types (Table 16) . Song-type 0 had the greatest number of 
syllable-types, although this relationship was l ess evident in the 
Blacksmith Fork population than in the other populations. There was 
no significant difference in the number of syl lable-types composi ng 
so ng-type A (P > 0.05) within popul at ions between years, and between 
populations within the same year for both 1973 and 1974 (Table 15) . 
So ng-type B differed signifi cantly in the number of syllable-types 
between 1973 and 1974 in the Logan Canyon populations, but the 
remainder of the variation in song-type B within and among other 
populations (Table 15) was not significant (P > 0.05). The variation 
of song-type 0 between the two years also was not significant within 
populations, but it was s ignificant at the P < 0.05 level between 
Cub River-Blacksmith Fork and Cub River-Logan canyons in 1974 (Table 
15). No significant variation was evident in song-type E in 1973 and 
1974 (no individuals in Cub Ri ver possessed song-type E), but the 
numbers of syllable-types composing song-type E within the populations 
of Logan and Blacksmith Fork ca nyons did vary significantly (P < 0.05) 
between years (Table 15). 
Although some significant var iation was present in the number of 
syllable-types composing particular song-types, both within and amo ng 
populati ons, this appeared to be an except i on rather than the rule. 
l<hen data for the three populations are pooled, no significant 
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difference emerges in the number of syllable- types forming song-types 
between 1973 and 1974 (Tables 16 and 15). And, as expected, when 
all song-types were poo l ed, the mean number of syllable-types used 
by the Fox Sparrows of the Cub River, Logan, and Blacksmith Fork 
canyons in the formation of song-types (Table 16) did not demonstrate 
any significant difference. 
Spatial and temporal di stribution 
of song-types 
Fox Sparrows of all three populations were essentially uniform 
in their exhibition of approximately three songs per individual 
(Table 13). However, the three songs of a bird ' s repertoire were not 
necessarily one each of a major song-type; approximately 50 percent 
of the sparrows possessed two versions of one of the major song-types 
(computed from Table 6). Yet, despite such a high incidence of 
multiple song-versions, song-types A, B, and C were by far the most 
common in all three populations (Table 17). Although it appeared 
that no song-type was unique to a particul ar popu lation, there were 
significant differences between canyons in the frequency of occurrence 
of certain song-types. Types B and C were without quest ion the most 
common and evenly distributed among the three populations (Table 17), 
whereas the distributions of song-types A, D, and E differed signi-
ficantly among populat ions (P < 0.05). As shown in Table 14, song-type 
D was more common in the Cub River population than it was in t he Logan 
or Blacksmith Fork popul ations, while song-type E was most prevalent 
in the Blacksmith Fork population. 
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It appeared inconsistent that when the individuals of all three 
canyons were pooled into a super-population, this larger grouping had 
a uniform-sized song repertoire of three so ngs (which were customari ly 
A, B, and C) and also had significant var iation in the incidence of 
song-type D and E. Apparently two somewhat mutua l ly exclusive 
mechanisms functioned to resolve this inconsistency in such a manner 
that the significance tests of the differences in mean numbers of 
songs per i ndividua l (Table 13) were not affected. In some instances 
the number of songs per repertoire was increased to four (see Cub 
River data for 1973 in Table 13), the incidence of which was slight 
enough not to affect the overall mean number of songs per individual. 
Also, it appeared as if the incidence of song - type A seemed to 
decrease wi th the increased use of song-types D and E (Table 17). 
Neither the occurrence of versions of song -types (Tabl e 6) nor 
the overall percentage of birds s inging particular song-types 
(Table 17) varied significantly (P < 0.05) from 1973 to 1974. The 
variation that was meaningful appeared to be due to a decrease in the 
frequency of song- type A in all of the populatio ns during 1974 and 
to an increase in t he frequency of song- type E in the Logan Canyon 
population in 1974 (Table 17) . 
As summari zed in Table 17, the incidence of song-types A, B, and 
C was high in al l popul ations. Song-typeD was most common in the 
Cub River population, the northernmost canyon. Song-type E was most 
common in the souther ly popul ation (Blacksmith Fork Canyon), was 
tota ll y absent from the Cub River population , and was more prevalent 
in the centra lly-located Logan Canyon population . Overall, individua l s 
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of Blacksmith Fork Canyon possessed both high numbers of song-versions 
(Table 13) and the most diversified repertoires of song-types 
(Table 17). 
Spatial and temporal distribution 
of syll ab 1 e-types 
Since major song-types were formed from limited selections of 
syllable-types (see Tables 1 and 4, Figure 4 and 5) the same genera l 
distributional patterns observed in song-types tended to be evident 
in syllable-types. The large numbers of combinations of sy llable-types, 
especially in the first halves of song -types, permitted a more even 
distribution of syllable-types than of song-types (Tab l e 9). The most 
obvious trend (illustrated by syllable-types 4, 21, 23, 24, 26, 33, 36, 
40, 43, 44, 45, 46, and 48 in Table 9) was for the freq uen cy of 
occurrence of certain syllable-types in the Cub River population to be 
either high or low . Most of the variability in the Cub River popula-
tion could be attr ibu ted to three factors: the absence of song-type E, 
the high incidence of song-type 0, and the fact that so few individuals 
possessed multiple versions of any given song-type (Table 6). 
Singing cadence 
Cadence of song presentation, represented by the silent interval 
between songs, during singi ng sessions, showed no sign ifi ca nt 
difference at the P > 0.05 level (Table 12). The cadence of so ng 
presentation of the populations did not vary between populations 
within the same yea r or in success ive years. 
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Populations Simulated by Clus ter Analysis 
Cluster analyses based on the possess ion of sy ll ab l e-types and 
song-types by individual Fox Sparrows were performed to determine 
whether there were more precisely-defined aggregations of individuals 
than those groupings which were described in the foregoing discussion. 
In genera l, the techniques used were identical to those described 
by Sakal and Sneath (1963) and Sneath and Sakal ( 1973) for use in 
numerica l taxonomy. Mathematica l derivations and computer programs 
for these techniques were presented by Sakal and Sneath (1963). 
For these analyses each of the 71 individual Fox Sparrows 
recorded in 1973 was considered an OTU (operational taxonomic unit); 
OTUs were the lowest ranking taxa that were grouped. Two separate, 
yet related, groups of unit characters (i.e., song-types and syllable-
types) represented these OTUs for each analysis. Unit characters 
were defined as those characters of varying states which logically 
could not be subd ivided further in the present study . The states of 
the unit characters were represented as either present (1) or absent 
(0). Each character was weighed equally (i.e., song -type A was no 
more important than song-types B, C, 0, and E). Thi s facet of 
numerical taxonomic analysis i s professed by its propone nts to be a 
most valuable trait . By not weighing any one character more than 
another, they contend, muc h of the human bias is removed from the 
analysis. 
After assigning values to each unit character in every OTU, data 
matrices were formed by li sting OTUs in columns and unit characters 
in rows. Simil arity coefficients were then der ived for all pairs of 
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OTUs by measuring the resemblance between the columns for each pair 
of OTUs under consideration. In the derivation of similarity 
coefficients two different association coefficients, the Jaccard 
coefficient and the s imple matching coefficien twere employed. Both 
these methods acknowledged the presence of positive matches in the 
unit characters, but the Jaccard coefficient omitted any consideration 
of negative matches, whereas the simple matching coefficient 
considered these equa l to positive matches. I judged it important 
to acknowledge the 0-0 matches between unit characters of OTUs in 
the original data matrices. Of the two coefficients, the simple 
matching was found to be more sensitive and reliable in the ana lyses 
of these data, and it was used to synthesize what was considered to 
be the most accurate cluster analyses. In effect, then, the technique 
used to generate the s imil arity coeffi cients was based upon the 
premise that the absence of a character was as pertinent as its 
presence. 
After the association coefficients for all OTUs were computed , 
these were entered into similarity (now termed resemblance) matrices. 
Both columns and rows of these matrices now refer to OTUs, and their 
entries were the estimates of the resemblances of every OTU compared 
to every other OTU . It was upon these matrices that the actual 
clustering functions were performed. 
Three forms of cl uster analyses were performed upon each of the 
resemblance matrices; all were of the agglomerative Q technique. This 
techni que clusters OTUs by successive pooling of subsets of the 
similarity coefficients in the resemblance matr ices . 
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Three separate clustering methods were applied to all resemblance 
matrices: single linkage, complete linkage, and UPGt1A (unweighted 
pair-group method using ar i thmetic averages). Each dendrogram 
produced by these methods was ana lyzed by cophe netic correlations to 
determine (1) if it was an honest grouping of clusters, (2) if one 
technique was more accurate than another, and (3) if the groupings 
der i ved from these various techniques were simil ar. From these 
analyses it was apparent that both single and complete linkage methods 
had severe disadvantages. With single linkage the connections between 
the items being clustered were established by the format ion of single 
links between the next admissible member and the member of the extant 
clus ter to which it was most simi l ar. This relationship was estab li shed 
regard less of the overall simi l ar ity of the next admissible member and 
the entire clu ster. Thi s technique l ed to l engthy clusters which were 
poorly defined. The disadvantage of the complete li nkage method was 
the opposite of that for the single linkage method. The OTU or cluste r 
that was the next candidate for admission to an extant group had to 
have a similarity equa l to or greater than the most divergent member 
of the extant cluster. Thi s restrict i ve technique led to undesirably 
discrete clu sters which were joined by other OTUs or clusters only at 
very low l eve l s of similarity . 
Cophenet ic correlations indi cated that the UPGMA clustering 
techniques (computed with si mple matching simi la rity coeffic i ents) were 
the most accurate and heuristic. In this procedure the average 
similarity of extant clusters was- used as the bas i s for admitting 
the next value representing the relationships of the OTUs (Fox Sparrows 
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in the Cub River, Logan, and Blacksmith Fork canyons) . The OTUs were 
defined in turn by the ir unit characters (possess i on of particular 
syll ab l e-types or song-types) as illustrated in Fi gures 10 and 11. 
The schematics of the populations (clusters) resulting from the 
ana lys i s of sy llable-types emphas izes the same conclusions reac hed 
prev i ously (Figure 10) . Few s ignifi ca nt populations emerged be low the 
leve l of 0.9 S at which 20-30 percent of the clusters were formed. 
This was the range over which these procedures were most re l iab le . 
Those birds which possessed the syllable-types commo nly associated 
with song- types A, B, and C tended to aggregate first . The integrity 
of the Cub River samp 1 e was maintained due to the preponderance of 
the sy n able-types composing song-type D. Its clustering was not 
part i cu larly close to that of the major ity of the other individuals. 
The samp l e from Blacksmith Fork Canyon formed three mini-populations 
that were quite discre te . As previously, the Blacksmith Fork population 
appeared the most variable with respec t to the types of syllables it 
exhibited. Thi s cluster ana lysi s supports the contention that abo ut 
20 percent of the individuals in Blacksmith Fork Canyon were more 
diss imilar t han any other group of Fox Sparrows, although those 
dissimilar individuals were not geographica ll y isolated from the 
r ema ining birds. 
Both the identification of populations and the interrel ationships 
based upon song-types were much more distinct and reliable than those 
founded upon sy llable-types (compare Figures 10 and 11). Much of the 
"cleaner" appearance of Figure 11 wa s a resu lt of using only 10 percent 
as much information (unit cha racte rs) in the analysis, but this was not 
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the only factor . It may be concluded that, to some extent, possession 
of particular syllable-types varied ind ependen tly of the types of songs 
an individual possessed . Such a phenomenon, however, is not unexpected 
in the Fox Sparrow's system of complex song structure wherein a 
general framework of song may be maintained while rather free substi-
tut ion of syllab l e-types occurs. 
As in the dendrograms of syllab l e-type analysis, those Fox 
Sparrows which exhibited song-types A, B, and C (birds 1 through 69 in 
Figure 11), clustered first. Fifty-nine percent of these individua ls 
were from Logan Canyon. This group formed a population fairly distinctive 
f•·om those individuals that possessed only song-types B and C (birds 
3 through 70 of Figure 11). These two groups accounted for over 75 
percent and 50 percent of the indiv idual s l ocated in Logan and Black-
sm ith Fork canyons, respectively. The Cub River population again 
mainta ined its integrity, due to its maintenance of song-types A, B, 
C, and D, whereas 50 percent of the most dissimilar individuals (located 
at the lower third of Figure 11) were aga in res idents of Blacksmith 
Fork Canyon. This recurring dissimilarity of the songs of a significant 
portion of the Blacksmith Fork population appeared to be related to 
both the prevalence of song-type E and to the scant representation of 
so ng- type A. 
Those birds that had ident i cal song-type repertoires (i .e., 
c l ustered at 1.0 S, Figure 11) were inspected to determine whether 
they were within hearing distance of each other . I accomplished this 
objective by approximating each bird's territory boundaries, then added 
to them the distance at which I cou ld hear the bird sing, and a 
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"buffer" distance to compensate for any differences in hearing abilities. 
These hearing di stances varied, depending upon the location of a bird's 
territory with respect to the surround ing vegetation, geological 
features, and proximity of the river. After plotting the listeni ng 
rad ii for each bird, on ly 1 pa ir in Cub Ri ver , 5 in Logan , and 3 in 
Bl acksmith Fork canyons were thought to be wi th in hear ing range of 
each other. These birds represented on ly a sma ll fraction of the 
possible combinat i ons of birds which either potentia ll y heard each 
other sing , but did not exhibit identical song-type repertoires, and 
those which possessed identical song-type repertoires but could not hear 
each other s ing. 
Di scussion 
Song structuring in Fox Sparrow 
populations 
Fox Sparrows of the Cub River, Logan, and Blacksmith Fork canyons 
demonstrated extraordinary homogene i ty in their song structure. The 
mean numbers of song- types, songs , and sy llable-types that were evident 
in each population did not differ with in populations in consecutive 
years or between populations within a given year. The number of 
sy ll ab l e- types possessed by indivi dua l s with var ious ly-s i zed so ng 
repertoi re s (Table 10) was different, but it was not related to the 
geographic location of the birds. 
The number of sy ll able-types composing specific song-types varied 
between the popu l ations, but it did not appear to be related to any 
particular geographic location or year. Further, this variation was 
not strong ly correlated with the general leve l of variabi lity in the 
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sequences of syllable-types forming the song-versions in particular 
song-types . The most variable song-type (B) and the two least common 
song-types (D and E) were responsible for most of the sign ifi cant 
between-canyon variation in the numbers of syllable-types composing 
particular song-types (Tables 15 and 16). 
Because of the uniformity in the terminal portions of major son g-
types su ng by individuals, the syllable-types possessed by the 
individua l s co rrelated close ly with their song-type repertoires. This 
re lat ionship appea red to affect the mai ntenance of syllable- type 
heterogeneity both within and amon g populations . This he terogene ity 
also was due, in part, to the high num ber of so ng-versions and the 
distinct i veness of the Cub River Canyon popu lation . The ca usa tive 
agents of the latter phenomenon were partially the high incidence 
(over 70 percent) of so ng-type D in the Cub River population. The 
la ck of ar.y definit i ve terminal structure in song-type D, coup l ed with 
the few unique syl labl e-types included in the first half of the song, 
resulted in the stati stica l uniqueness of the Cub River birds. Another 
more general phenomenon which affected the relationship of the Cub 
River birds to the popul ations of the other canyons was the "conservat ive 
habits" of the Cub River individuals. Birds of both the Log an and 
Blacksmith Fork populations possessed many song-vers ions of song-types 
Band C (Table 6), and a proportion of indi vid uals sang song-type E 
(Table 16). The conservatism of the Cub River birds was reflected in 
the paucity of song-versions and the absence of so ng-type E. 
Cluster analyses are va lu able tools for t he s implifi cation, 
summar i za tion, and synthesi s of large amounts of data. Such t ec hniques 
also are useful for the production of diagramma tic representations of 
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data. The primary conclusions reached from applying cluster analysis 
techniques to my data were: (1) nothing more appeared hidden in the 
data than had been surmised from the initial analyses and (2) the 
preliminary conc l usions concerning the song structuring in the 
populations appeared correct. Th is summarization, i n and of itself, 
was important . Many times there is uncertainty to assume or conclude 
that the data have been processed in a thorough and unbiased manner. 
Clustering techniques al leviate some of these concerns. 
Coml@Iiso ns with populations of 
other species 
Intra- and interpopulation variation in bird song has been 
described in species both closely and distantly related to Fox Sparrows. 
As might be expected, these examples form a rather long yet smooth 
continuum. At one extreme there are populations with inflexib l e 
song systems (Mar l er and Tamura 1962) and at the other end are popu l a-
tions which exhibit little structuring of their songs, although 
geographic var i ation in song structure may be evident in the latter · 
(Borror 1959b). The middle ground of the continuum, to which~- i liaca 
must be relegated, is cluttered wi th spec i es that demonstrate varying 
degrees of song st ructuri ng. Both ends of this continu um are 
represented by spec i es phy l ogenetica ll y close to Fox Sparrows. 
Zonotrichia leucophrys (Mar l er and Tamura 1962, 1964) and 
Z. capensis (Nottebohm 1969, Ki ng 1972), both cl ose ly related to Fox 
Sparrows (Mayr and Short 1970), are limited to one song-type per 
individual , consisting of a- limi ted number and divers i ty of sy ll ab l e-
types. In both of the former species, the terminal portions of the 
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songs are rigidly structured within populations , but differ between 
contiguous populations. Such precise but differing song systems have 
been termed "dialects." One song- type per individual also is 
characteri stic of White- throated Sparrows Z. albicollis (Borror and 
Gunn 1965, Lemon and Harris 1974) , but, while exh ibiting geograph i c 
or clinal var i ation in song, this species does not have dialects. The 
spec ies of Junco , also closely related toP. iliaca, have more than 
one so ng-type per individual. However, each song-type consists of 
only one (as i n~· oreganus, Konish i 1964b) or a few (as in~· phaeonotus, 
r1arler et al. 1962) syllable-types. None of the popu l ations of Junco 
studied thus far has exhibited wel l- defined dialects or geographic 
variation in song. Of those species closely related to Fox Sparrows, 
the neares4 the Song Sparrow ~· melodia, best approx i mates the form 
of song structuring in Fox Sparrow populations. Populations of Song 
Sparrows in California have l ittle between individual shar·ing in their 
syllab l e- types or song- types (Mulligan 1966), but popu l ations in Maine 
(Borror 1965) and Quebec (Harris and Lemon 1974) do share syllab l e-types 
and, to a limited extent, song-types. The authors of the l atter two 
studies have termed the similarity of shared song structures "dialects. " 
I consider that the fairly grea t distances between the populations 
invo l ved i n these studies, espec ially when compared with I· leucophrys 
and I· capens i s, does not rule out geographic variation. 
The Fox Sparrow ' s system of song structuring does not appear to 
be equivalent to that of its nearest relatives. Popu lations of Junco 
spp. and I· albicol lis do not possess complex song-type or syllable-type 
repertoires and do not demonstrate the structuring of song as does 
f.. i l iaca. Individuals within popul ations of Z. leucophrys and 
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Z. capensis share similarly structured song-types and share a large 
percentage of their syllable-types, as do members of f. iliaca, but 
neither of the former species mainta ins the extensive syllable-type or 
song-type repertoires of the Fox Sparrows . Populations of Song 
Sparrows , although possessing song- type and syllable-type repertoires 
more diverse than those of Fox Sparrows (Harris and Lemon 1974, 
Mu ll igan 1966) , do not exhibit well- defined structuring of songs or 
great shari ng of song-types and syl l able-types on either the individual 
or populat ion level. 
Investigation of the ontogeny of song in estrildid finches 
(Immelmann 1969) and in the emberizids Fringilla coelebs (Thorpe 1958a, 
b), I· -~~QPDI~~ (Marler and Tamura 1964, Konishi 1965), ~- oreganus 
and J. phaeono tus (Marl er and Isaac 1961, Mar ler et al . 1962, Kon ishi 
1964b), !:1_. melodia (~1u ll igan 1966), Passerina cyanea (Rice and Thompson 
1968), and Ri chmondena card i na 1 is ( fli ttus and Lemon 1969, Lemon and 
Scott 1966) indicate that the species of this finch-sparrow group have 
an inborn tendency to produce sounds approximating those of their 
species ' songs. Young of those species (e.g., Song and White-crowned 
Sparrows ) which have complex songs and/or dialects appear to learn 
their appropriate so ng patterns from their ma le parent. Although 
slight modificatio n of song patterns by the young may occur, the 
transmission of the song patterns from one generation to the next is 
very precise (Marler and Mundinger 1971, Nottebohm 1972). l~ost of the 
learning of specific song characteristics occurs early in the life of 
young birds and is fixed before the first breeding effort (but see 
Dittus and Lemon 1969, Nottebohm 1972) . 
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Although the method of song learning in Fox Sparrows is unknown, 
in li ght of the method of song learning that characterizes the relatives 
of f. iliaca, it is not surprising that neighboring Fox Sparrows do 
not sing identical song- types or sy ll ab l e-types. By the time of first 
breeding, the song repertoires of you ng Fox Sparrows, al though possibly 
slightly different than the songs of their male parent, probably are 
"fi xed," and individuals have little influence, short of "moving house," 
over the Fox Sparrows which may chose to reside next to them. The 
possibility does exist that Fox Sparrows cou l d modify their song 
structure after they begin their first breeding effort, but, as 
described previously, no within- or between-year modification of any 
individual's song-types or syllable-types was recorded. It seems 
improbab le that during the course of this s tudy any one-year-old 
(first-breeding) birds were not recorded . 
CHAPTER V 
ORGANIZATION OF SINGING 
Norma l Singing 
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All analyses of the organization of singing in Fox Sparrows were 
performed using recordings collected from birds which were free l iv ing 
and singing whi l e on their territories. The term "norma l singi ng" 
(Hinde 1958:212) "signifies singing when no recorded" conspecific 
"s ongs were being played back .... " However, playback of conspecific 
song may have been used prior to the recording session to elic i t an 
individual's singing, or other conspecifics may have been s inging 
within hearing range, or the recording may have been of a singing bout 
which was already in progress before I arrived. 
The terms singing "bouts" and singing "sessions" will be used 
interchangeab ly; both these terms refer to the behavioral unit from 
the onset of singing until its termination, denoted by an interval of 
silence considerab ly longer than the mean silent interval between songs, 
which was approximate ly 7.1 seconds (Table 11). 
Frequencies of Events Within Si nging Bouts 
As effectively stated by Fentress ( 1973: 163) "the investigator of 
behavior is faced with a potential paradox in that categories of 
behavior must be formed ... " even though the categori es may not be 
divisible or functionally independent. Further, he- concludes that 
"categories are necessary abstractio ns convenient for summa rizing data 
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and sugges ting subsequent analysis." To analyze meaningfully the 
organization of Fo x Sparrow singing, a unit of behavior which could be 
quantified had to be selected. 
Two acts or behaviors which always occur in a prescribed order 
(a determinist ic sequence) tend to be considered as a s ingle behavior 
(Slater 1973), especia lly in mathema tical models , This assumption is 
not always valid or justifiable. As will be elaborated upon l ater, 
there i s good reason to consider the units of some deterministic 
sequences as separate entities. The generation of mathematica l models 
defining deterministic sequences tends to be nonheuristic . 
The syllable-types and seque nces of sy ll ab le-types of parti cular 
song-types of individual Fox Sparrows were co nsistent between successive 
utterances, both seasona lly and yearly . The structure of each of the 
seve ral songs of an individual, then, was rigidly deterministic . 
Therefore , the units of behavior that were chosen for analysis were 
the song-types presented by individuals during singing sessions. 
Two points illustrated in Table 18 are (1) that each song-type 
uttered by an individual is likely to be followed by a dissimilar song-
type and (2) that the ordering of dissimilar so ngs within bouts is 
~on random. This latter phenomenon is easily visualized by observing 
por tions of the raw field data of singing sess ions, upon which some of 
t hes e analyses are based, as shown in Table 19. 
Frequencies of Song-Types Within Singing Bouts 
Birds with repertoires containing 2, 3 and 4 songs tended to 
pr2sent each song with equal frequency (P < 0.05). Aberrations (i.e., 
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unequa l frequenc ies of song presentation), however, were observed (for 
exa mple , see 858- 74 and 862-74 in Table 19). A significant difference 
(P > 0.05) in the numb er of aberrations committed among birds with 
repertoires of 2, 3, and 4 songs was evident; those birds with larger 
repertoires had the higher percentage of deviations in song ordering. 
Numerous recordings from more than 50 percent of the birds were 
gathered during singing sessions which occurred at various times of the 
day and various stages of the breeding season . Six individuals also 
were recorded in both 1973 and 1974. Analysis of variance and visual 
examination of the temporally distinct si nging bouts of these indi vid ua l s 
indicated there was no significant difference (P > 0.05) in the frequency 
of t he song-types uttered by any particular i ndividual . Thus, all 
recordings of an individual were pooled during subsequent analyses . 
Cadence of Song Presentation During Singing Bo uts 
Most s inging bouts ended abruptly. Also, no significant variation 
in the cadence of song presentation between the first and last ha l ves 
of singing sessions , determined by analyzing the singing of those birds 
which had repertoires of 2, 3, and 4 songs in Table 12, was observed 
at the P > 0.05 level. At times the silent interval between the 
terminal two or three songs of a singing session was not i ceab ly longer 
than normal but this phenome non was rare and did not occur cons i stently 
in any particular individual. However, two conditions with which 
aberrant timing appeared to be as soc iated were 1) long singing sessions 
and 2) the termination of the breeding season in mid-July. Freg uent 
sing ing sessions , provoked by playback, which resulted in abnormally 
l ong singi ng sess ions t end ed to terminate with aberrant timing. 
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Abnormal timing of songs also occurred at the end of the breeding 
(and hence singing) season . Either of these conditions could have 
resu l ted from frustration or decreased motivation to sing arising from 
the performer ' s failure to locate the intrudi ng conspecific (simu lated 
by playback) or from decreased hormona ll y-induced impetus · to si ng, 
respectively. 
As noted previous ly (Table 12), birds with song repertoires of 
different sizes did not vary with respect to the mean interval of 
silence between the songs they uttered (P > 0.05). A tendency for 
ind ividuals with only two songs to sing at a faster pace was noted, 
but an analys ·is of variance indicated that the tendency was not great 
enough to be signi ficant. 
Tempora l variation in the interval of s il ence between the sy llabl e-
types forming successive renditions of particular song- types was sma ll. 
The manner in which temporal relationships of the first few syl lable-
types of a song may vary between successive renditions is illustrated 
in Figure 8. This var iation appeared to be random and did not correlate 
with the tempora l position of the particular song within a singing 
bout. The remainder of the syllab l e-types forming particular songs 
exhibited little temporal var iat ion with respect to their positioning 
with in songs (see Figure 8). 
Ordering of Song-Types Within Si nging Bouts 
Given t he seq uences of song-types individual Fox Sparrows sang , 
investigated whether there was a Markov cha in mode l which co uld 
generate the observed sequences of songs. Markov chain models are 
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di s tinguished by the concept of orde r . If the order is zero, know l edge 
of the past events (song-types) provides no information in pred i cting 
the current event. If the order of the Markov cha in i s one, knowledge 
of the immediately preceding event prov ides the informat ion for 
pred i ct ing the current event, but information prior to the preced ing 
event does not provide the information necessary for prediction. 
The procedure to find a Markov chai n (of some order) wh i ch best 
describes the observed sequences of events (according to Anderson and 
Goodman 1957) is: test~:~;~ versus~:~; t + 1, where~ is the 
order of the Markov chain . The test procedure is sequentia l in nature. 
Tes ting beg ins with the compari son of~ :~ ; 0 with ~:~; by using 
the data of events to compute a test stat i stic .!.· If.!. is l ess than 
the specif ied criti cal value,.!.*, then .t!o i s accep ted ; otherw i se,~ 
i s accepted. As long as ~ cont inues to be accepted further tests of 
higher orders are continued by increasing the orde r of~ by one and 
performing the subseq uent comparisons . The sequence of tests is 
co ncluded when at some point~ is accepted. The level at whi ch~ 
(~of~) is accepted defines that level (order) which is appropriate 
fo r accounting for the ordering of the data (i .e., knowl edge of the~ 
order preceding event provides a better basis for predicting the 
cur rent event than a model that denies knowledge of the~ order preceding 
event). Thus, the~ tha t i s finally accepted indi cates the order of 
Markov cha in model which best accounts for the orderin g of the observed 
data. 
For all Markov cha in analyses the behavior of song presentation 
was considered to be stationary . This was assumed beca use the 
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probab ilities of events at the beginning and at the end of behavioral 
sequences (singing bouts) were not significant ly different at the 
P > 0.05 level, and the probabilities of subsequent events occurring 
were not affected by the la pse of time. 
Overa ll, the sequences of song presentation of individual Fox 
Spa rrows were analyzed to determine the appropr iate order of Markov 
chai n model (if there was one) which could predict the observed data 
using the seq uential test of Anderson and Goodma n (1957) . These 
ana lyses are comparab le to those described by Chatfield and Lemon (1970) 
and those which were used by the authors to investigate the organization 
of sing ing in birds (Lemon and Chatfield 1971, 1973). 
My analyses demons trated that the seq uencing of presentation in 
17 birds, the repertoires of which were l imited to two songs, followed 
a first-order Marko vi an rnode 1. A first-order Markov chain mo de 1 was 
al so accepted as predicting the sequencing of songs in 36 birds with 
repertoires of three or more songs. On the basis of these analyses 
three birds, which possessed repertoires of three or mo re songs, both 
zero and first-order hypotheses were rejected. Insuffi cient data (i.e ., 
l ength of song sequences) for these three indivduals prohibited further 
testing of the birds' sequences of songs which could be better accounted 
for by a higher-order model . 
Preference for Particular Song Orders 
Markov chain analyses do not imply any preference on the part of 
individual s with si milar so ng-type repertoires to sing specific song 
sequences. As described previously (p. 34), there was no correlation 
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between the song-type repertoires of neighboring Fox Sparrows. Likewi se, 
by compar ing the ordering of song-types among those neighboring birds 
which did exhibit identical song-type repertoires and all other test 
birds (Table 20) the occurrence of one particu lar order, with respect 
to any other, was not significant {P > 0.05). Those bi rds banded in 
1973 that returned to breed in 1974 ordered their songs in the same 
sequences (see 84 -73, 815-74, and 89-73 in Tab l e 19). 
There are two circumstances wherein Fox Sparrows demonstrate what 
interpret to be awareness and control over their ordering of songs 
during singing sess ions . First, when birds deviate from their preferred 
song order they compensate rapidly and regain their preferred sequence 
(see 84-74 and 815- 74 in Table 19). Second, a few individuals wi th 
repertoires composed of three songs alternated between a three-song 
sequence and a five-song sequence. Exemplifying this behavior of 
5Witch ing from one ' s typical sequence to a l onge r sequence are 826-74 
and 862-74, shown in Tables 18 and 19. 
Discussion 
Redunda ncy of signals often characterizes anima l commun i cat ion 
(Wilson 1975:200). With reference t o the organization of s inging in 
Fox Sparrows, two questions immediately come to mind: (1) Why are Fox 
Sparrows so redundant in their singing? (2) Why do Fox Sparrows 
possess more than one song and order their songs so precisely during 
singing bouts? Considerable evidence in answer to the former question 
ex i sts, but at present, only suppos ition repli es to the l atter. 
Redundancy is important for decreas ing the probability that 
receivers will miss or "misinterpret" the signa l s broadcast. This 
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point was demonstrated by Peek's experiments on the Red-winged 
Blackbirds Agelaius phoeniceus (1972a, b). By surgically muting and/or 
changing the col or or extent of the yell ow and red tips of rna 1 es' 
epaulet feathers (1972a) and by tranquilizing males (1972b), Peek was 
able to decrease the frequency and effectiveness of the visual and 
vocal territorial displays of ma l e Red-winged Blackbirds. The effect 
of decreasing the territorial displays of a male was to increase both 
trespassing by conspecifics and the incidence of territory l oss incurred 
by the experimen t al individual. Peek ' s inves tigation also supports the 
importance of redundancy when thet·e are re l ati onships among individuals 
which may vary through time (Wilson 1975:200). Signals that are 
repeated frequently allow interacting individuals such as territoria l 
rivals, mated pairs, young and parents, etc. , to reassess their 
relationships periodically. Stenger and Falls (1959) and a host of 
other students of territoriality have illustrated the fact that 
territorial boundaries are constantly fluctuating, if only a little, 
from hour to hour and from day to day. Presumably, therefore, redundancy 
in Fox Sparrow singing has the same functions. 
Why individual Fox Sparrows s ing more than one song-type and order 
these so well within singing sessions cannot be answered as easily. 
Individual Cardinals Richmcndena ca rdinalis (Lemon 1968), Pyrrhuloxias 
Pyrrhuloxia sinuata (Lemon and Herzog 1969), Chaffinches Fringilla 
coel ebs (Marler 1956), European B~ackbirds Turdus merula (Todt 1970, 
original not seen), Plain Titmice Parus inornatus (Dixon 1969), Indian 
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Hill Mynahs Gracula religiosa (Bertram 1970), and others, also s ing 
numerous themes of their primary songs. In Cardinals, Pyrrhuloxias, 
Chaff inches , Plain Titmice, and Black-crested Titmice~· atricristatus 
(Lemon 1968) counter-singing rivals tend to match each other's with 
similar song themes. It is suspected that possess ion of multiple song-
types (themes) and the matching of songs allows for more numerous 
responses (thus stronger defense) between territorial rivals (Lemon 
1968) . Also , switching from one song-type to another may enable counter-
s inging contestants to retaliate with more forcefu l threats (Dixon 1969). 
However, such functions do not appear to be the primary objectives of 
the organization of singing in Fox Sparrows. Matching of similar 
song-types between counter-singing Fox Sparrows does not appear to be 
absent because the territory s ize of Fox Sparrows prevents neighbors 
from hearing one another. On the contrary, some Fox Sparrows are ab l e 
to hear 4 or 5 of their neighbors singing. However, matching of so ng-
types among rivals does appear to be essentially precluded by the rigid 
ordering of each individual's songs and by the fact that not all 
individuals share the same sy llable-types, song-types , or s i ze of song 
repertoire. Further, I suspect that at the fast rate Fox Sparrows si ng 
and with the l arge amount of sharing of syllable-types and song-types, 
there is adeq uate communication and strength in the vocal threats of 
riva l s. 
Perhaps the multiplic i ty of t he songs of Fox Sparrows functions 
in promoting interspecific territori ality, but this function seems 
remote. The recent review by Cody (1974) dis cussed many instances of 
resemblance between ecologically simi lar av ian species and postulates 
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how convergence in vocalizations facilitates interspecific spatia l 
separa tion. Cody punctuated his review with an example of vocal 
convergence between Fox Sparrows and Green-tailed Towhees (Chlorura 
chlorura). He conc luded (1974:236) that certai n of the songs of these 
species are so similar that "even with practice the identity of the 
vocalist may be confused." Presumably this convergence enhances 
interspecific territorial exclusion in an area of recent overlap among 
the two spec ies. 
The sonagrams of songs with which Cody illustrates this phenomenon 
(1974:237) do not support his statements of great interspecific 
similar ity in song structure. Actually, although the songs of the Fox 
Sparrows Cody studied are different in the sequences of sy llabl e-types 
from those used in my study, ma ny of the syllable-types used by his 
birds readily match those used by Utah-Idaho Fox Sparrows. Furthermore, 
many of the sy llable-types and song-types Cody presented for Green-tailed 
Towhees (1974:237) also match those syllable-types and song-types 
reported by Burr (1974 MS) for Green-tailed Towhees breeding in north-
eastern Utah. Personal observations of these two species in northern 
Utah has indicated that each species does not react to the other's 
so ng, but they are spatia lly separated by their habitat preferences. 
Although I do not reject Cody ' s contention that those Fox Sparrows 
and Green-tailed Towhees he observed were interspecifically territorial, 
I doubt that the interspecific territoriality between these two species 
is widespread. I suspect this interaction will prove to be a case of 
the birds' mistaking each other's identity, due to the recent utilization 
of the same habitat by the species , instead of the inborn territorial 
response of these species to songs sung by "evol ved conspecific mimics." 
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This contention seems to be supported by the absence of other reports 
of vocal convergence or interspec ific respo ns i veness in Fox Spa rrows, 
especi ally involvi ng their nearest relatives (Melospiza and Zo notrichia, 
Mayr and Short 1970), with whom they share major ecotypes. 
I have, it would appear , rejected nearly all the explanations 
which might be offe red as adaptive values of Fox Saprrow song organi-
zation ; one sugges tion remains to be exami ned . Guided by philosophy, 
Hartshorne (1956, 1958, 1973) has proposed that bird song, being an 
aesthet i c exer ci se , is projected in a ma nner which is nonrepetitious 
to the songster, for repetition i s the antithesis of beau ty (i .e. , 
versatility= beauty). 
Hartshorne {1973: 147) rates the Fo x Sparrow as a "good s inger, " 
which in the Sierra Nevada is unmatched in quant i ty of song uttered. 
He conc ludes (1973 :89) t hat Fox Sparrows' possession of a personal i zed 
"largely fi xed sequence of songs would fac ilitate individual recognition, 
but from the aesthetic point of view it means less variety , a more 
rigid repet itiveness. The songs themselves are notably musical. At 
present no case 1 ike thi s seems to have bee n reported." 
Due to Hartshorne's philoso phical tack and his less-than-rigorous 
biologi ca l analyses of avian si nging behavior , much of what he proposes 
has been disavowed. But his belief that versatility in performance 
decreases either the neurological and/or psychological monotony have 
met with agreement in the wri tings of Hinde (1958}, Mulligan (1966), 
Dixon (1969), Isaac and Mar l er (1963), and Lemon and Chatfie ld (1971, 
1973). Although direct evidence is ~Ianting, these authors seem to agree 
that the compl ex ordering and alternation of songs while singing may be 
re l ated to both facilitative and inhibitory effects of the songs 
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themselves upon either the singer or its intended receivers or both. 
Accordingly the actual alternations (and ordering) of songs that are 
observed may perhaps be viewed as a result both of the ulti mate process 
of natural selection and proxima l differences in the tempora l decay 
constants of the inhibitory and facilitative properties of th e songs 
uttered. 
I suspect that learning must also play a role in the organization 
of singing in f. iliaca. Few Fox Sparrows within and among loca l ities 
s ing identical song-types, and those individuals which do sing the same 
song- types do not necessarily sing them in the same order (Table 20) . 
The supposition that Fox Spa1-rows learn a sequence of song presentation 
ea rly in life does not confli ct with the natural history of the species 
nor the method of song acquisition in members of their closest relatives, 
Zonotrichia and Melospiza (Marl er and Tamura 1964, Mulligan 1966) . 
Young Fox Sparrows fledge by early June, but remai n associated with 
their parents upon the breeding territory until the fall migration; 
adult males conti nu e to sing until mid-July. Immature Fox Sparrows, 
thus, have a peri od of at least 40- 50 days in which to learn syllable-
types, song-types, and a sequence of song presentation from males. The 
acquisition of spec ific song structure occurs within the first 90 days 
of life in White-crowned Sparrows l· l eucophrys (Marler and Tamura 
1964) and a sensitive period for song learning, which diminishes by the 
time of first breeding, is most pronounced between 4 and 10 weeks of 
age in the Song Sparrow~- mel odia (Mulligan 1966). In both White-crowned 
and Song Sparrows the learning of song occurs well in advance (during the 
first fall) of the initial production of song (during the following 
spring). 
Elaborating upon the above hypothesis, let us assume that each 
song-type of a Fox Sparrow has equal effect upon its s inger and/or 
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rival male (or female) receivers. If the bird has l earned three song-
types (e .g., A, 8, and C), then the two most satisfactory methods of 
singing to avoid monotony would be to alternate perfectly among song-
types (i.e., A,B,C,A,B,C ... etc.) or alternate randomly between song-
types . Explaining such a behavior is feasible by the antimonotony 
hypothesis of Hartshorne (1956, 1973), but such behavior would not 
negate an i ndi vi dua 1 ' s changing the order of song- types between singing 
bouts or even within bouts once an aberration in ordering had been made. 
Singing A,B,C,A,B,C ... would be equa l ly monotonous as singing 
A,C,B,A,C,B . ... In Fox Sparrows, the retention of particular sequences 
of song- types between singing bouts, days, and years, and the rapid 
compensation of their deviations in ordering during singing sessions 
(Table 19) suggests that antimonotony pressures, if present, are not the 
only factors contributing to the unique organization of their singing . 
The fact that the sequencing of songs by Fox Sparrows is constant 
through time requires that one or more additional factors, coupled with 
monotony avoidance, must be affecting the behavior . Choices for 
additiona l effectors appear to be only two. First, rigid ordering 
could be achieved by the probability that the effec ts of the severa l 
song-types are graded, such that~ was always highest and C least. 
However, such gradation would lead to the phenomenon of all singing 
bouts of an individual beginning and possibly ending with particular 
song-types. As shown in Table 21, this is not the case. Ma ny singing 
bouts begin and end with different song-types from within an indiv idual's 
song repertoire. Second, rigid ordering also could be attained through 
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a system in which all song-types are of equal valence, and an individual 
1 earns a particular sequence of song presentation from its male parent. 
Then an individual would follow a prescribed order, regardless of where 
within the sequence of so ngs si nging began. In such a system the 
initial song of a sequence could be randomly determined. This, in 
fact, is what is observed in the organization of singing sessions in 
Fox Sparrows. The initial song of the sequence forming a si nging bout 
i s a random selection from within the repertoire, the sequence of songs 
remains unchanged with the passage of time, and the sequence is repeated 
in a definitive order. 
The hypothesis that the ordering of songs in Fox Spar rows is a 
l earned behavior is also bolstered by three facts: (1) neighboring 
Fox Sparrows do not appear to affect one another ' s ordering of songs, 
(2) the song ordering in those individuals with repertoires of 3 or 4 
similar song-types is equally divided as to the sequences in which 
songs are presented (Table 20) , and (3) Fox Sparrows observed as they 
first arrived on the breeding ground sing a definitive sequence of songs 
from the first day onward. It seems improbab ly that if ordering is 
learned late in life and/or modifiable when a bird is one or two years 
of age that I observed no changes in the ordering of song during the 
field recording of 133 individuals, making multiple recordings of over 
half these birds, and monitoring s i x males banded in 1973 throughout 
that year and 1974. 
Although, inferentially, I have designed a strong argument for 
Fox Sparrows learning the order in which they present their songs, 
comparison of my hypothesis of Fox Sparr01~ organization of singing with 
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those of Lemon and Chatfield (1971, 1973) emphas i zes that care must be 
taken when trying t o define the contro l systems gover nin g behavior. 
Lemon and Chatfield report ed that the organization of singing both 
in Card inals (1971) and Rose-breasted Grosbeaks (1973) conformed to 
first and, in the grosbeak, second-order Markovian chain model s. However, 
the actual organization of singing and song structuring in these spec i es 
differs sharply from that in Fox Sparrows. Cardinals and Rose-breasted 
Grosbeaks both may vary the structure of their particular song- types 
between success ive utterances of the song-type. Both species sing in 
bouts i n which a 11 the songs are of the same type and they do not 
switch to another song- type unti l a subs tantial pause has been taken. 
Also, the frequency of occurrence of the song-types individuals of 
t hese species s ing is not equa l (i. e., ind ividuals do sing particu lar 
song-types more than others), and the t iming of the switches between 
bouts of dissimilar song-types appears to be related to the in terva l s of 
of si l ence sepa rating so ngs with i n bouts and song bouts from song bouts. 
Lemon and Chatfield (1g71 , 1973) did not propose, as I have with Fox 
Sparrows , that the organization of si nging sequences of songs i s a 
learned behavior. Rather, they related the behavior to the proximal 
factors of the temporal decay rates of the inhibitory and fa cilitative 
effects of the songs upon the individual s inging . 
Thi s compa ri son of Lemon and Chatfield (1971, 1973) hypotheses 
co ncerning the con trol systems of av i an singing with my discussion 
emphasizes that further speculation upon the control systems r egula ting 
the organ i zation of sin~ing in Fox Sparrows would, at this ti me, be 
superfl uous . However, inves tigations of the ontogeny in the organizat ion 
of s inging in acoustica lly isolated nes tling Fox Sparrows should 
substantiate some of the hypotheses presented herein. 
CHAPTER VI 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
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Study of the variati on in the structure of songs, li ke the study 
of variation of morphological characters , can be pursued as an end in 
itse l f. Toward this end, the analysis of the structuring of Fox 
Sparrows songs indicates a closer similarity to the structure of the 
songs in the species of the genus Melospiza than with those of any 
other species of Emberizidae, even those of the genera Zonotrichia and 
Junco. The structu ring of songs di scussed above probably cannot be 
ascribed solely to either the phylogenetic relationships of the groups 
involved or to the adaptations of the structure of songs to the sound 
environment in which the birds reside. It does appear, however, that 
fairly distinct categories in the structur ing of song are evident 
within Melospiza, Zonotrichia, and Junco, and that these categories 
tend to be confined within the present generic boundaries. The weakest 
line of generic differentiation i s between the Passerella and Mel ospiza. 
A merger of these latter two genera, based primarily upon morpho logical 
considerations, is supported, or at l east not as equivocal, upon 
comparison of the s tructuring of songs exhibited by species of t hese 
genera. 
Recently, investigators have implied that vocal variation in 
individuals and populat ions may be us efu l not only for purely taxonomic 
reasons, but may be important in the promot ion and maintenance of 
geographic vari ation in characters and taxa (Nottebohm 1969). But, as 
noted by Nottebohm (1969:299), "any intelligent statement about the 
role of dialects ... " or individual and geographic variation in song 
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" ... presupposes a knowledge of the functions of song." It is proposed 
that the variability in songs may convey information concerning the 
singer ' s sex, location, species and individual identity, motivation, 
and marital status (Marler 1956). Also, variability in song structure 
among avian populations, when the songs of all members of single 
populations have unique traits in commo n (i.e., dialects), may function 
to attract those females and repulse those males which also share the 
populat ion- specific songs. Hence, by enabling individuals to identify 
each other as to theil" population affiliation, song may facilitate 
formation of "closed" breeding units with restricted gene pools 
(Nottebohm 1969:313; Nottebohm and Selander 1972). 
The evolutionary implications of such functions of song, if 
assoc iated with the ability of the individuals within populations to 
transmit these functions through successive generations, are many. In 
effect, what is generally ascribed to interpopulation variation in so ng, 
is that it effects reproductive isolation in both parapatric and allo-
patric populations and that this isolation may have a profound effect in 
the adaptation of populations to specific habitats (Nottebohm 1969 :3 13). 
Paramount to an understanding of the importance of song variation 
in populations is the determination of (1) whether or not the local 
variants are stable through time and passed from one generation to the 
next, and (2) whether they correlate with other characters, which, if 
ma intained or varied in frequenc.y, would affect the fitness of the 
individuals in the population. 
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Most investigations have failed to produce an answer to at least 
one of the above questions. This study has been no exception. 
ascertained that the song structure of Fox Sparrow populations does 
differ slightly between geographically-separate populations, and that 
these variat i ons remain fairly stable through two years. These findings 
imply that the population variants in songs are accurately passed from 
one generation of Fox Sparrows to the next, but presently I have no 
evidence that this variation in song confers added fitness to particular 
individuals. 
Let us, however, construct a model illustrating the possible 
functions served by the structure of the songs of Fox Sparrows by 
comparing their song structuring with the structure and functio ns of 
song in other s pecies. 
The species identity of a singer is thought to be one of the 
foremost functions of song. Mi 11 i gan ( 1966) has shown that the agonistic 
territorial responses of male White-crowned Sparrows to the songs of 
conspecifics are stronger than res ponses elicited by the songs of other 
species. White-crowned Sparrows are also characterized by their forming 
s ong dialects in which all members of dialect-populations, which may be 
contiguous with other dialect-populations, share a simi l ar composition 
of sy l lable-types in the terminal portion of their songs (Marler and 
Tamura 1962). The dia l ects of this species are transmitted from 
generation to generation by learning (Marler and Tamura 1964). Also, 
the aggressive responses of White-crowned Sparrows are stronger to 
intradialect songs than to interdialect songs (Milligan and Verner 
1971). Such responses to the differences in the intra- and interdialect 
songs of Song Sparrows have also been described by Harris and Lemon (1974). 
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In some species in which dialects have not been found (including 
\vhite- throated Sparrows 1_. albicollis {Falls 1969), Indigo Buntings 
Passerina cyanea (Emlen 1971), and Ovenbirds Seiurus aurocapil lus 
(Weeden and Falls 1959), the structure of the songs of ind i vidua l s, 
although conforming to a species-specific pattern , have pecul iarities 
which di st inguish them from those so ngs of their conspecifics. The 
agon istic territorial responses el icited by the songs of nonneighboring 
co nspecifics are greater than those of neighbors' songs. Th us, 
information denoting an individual's identity and geographic affi liation 
is also conveyed in so ng . 
Females of some species which are known to return to their region 
of birth to breed also learn the species-specific (Bertram 1970) and 
population-specific (Milligan and Verner 1971) song patterns sung by 
their male parent. The abi lity of these returning females to discriminate 
between the songs of ma les with different dialects has been shown to 
occur in the White-crowned Spa rrow by Milligan and Verner (1971). Such 
generali zat ions about the response of females to conspecific ma le song 
are, however, not applicable to al l passerines, and it should be noted 
t hat Eml en et al . (1975) have shown that the songs of Ind i go Bunti ngs 
and Lazuli Buntings Passerina amoena function only in ma l e territoria lity, 
whereas male plumage characteristics are used by females for selecting 
t he appropriate mate . 
Hypotheticall y, many of the functions of song just described are 
appli cable to Fox Sparrow song. Th i s view i s bolstered in l ight of 
the close phy logenetic relationship of Passerella , Zonotrich i a, and 
Me lospiza . I have shown that the songs of Fox Sparrows consist of 
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sy ll ab l e-types whi ch are specifi ca lly di stinct and ye t are shared amo ng 
individuals. This structura l similar i ty among individual Fox Sparrows 
should afford easy species identification, as in White-crowned Sparrows . 
Sufficien t var ia t ion and indiv idual s' uniqueness exis ts in the sy ll ab l e-
type compos ition in the fir st halves of the songs of Fox Sparrows to 
permit individuals' recogn iti on, as in White-throated Sparrows, Indi go 
Bunt i ngs, and Ovenbirds . Even the practiced human observer ca n 
distinguis h neighboring birds which have simi lar so ng - type repertoires. 
Further, the uniformity in the termina l f lourish composing song-types 
in Fox Spa rrows, along with the sl ight geographic shift in the frequency 
of occ urrence of song-types , may enab le individuals to ascerta in one 
another's popu l ation affiliation, as in White-crowned Sparrows and 
Song Sparrows. Also, as dis cussed pr·ev iously, female Fox Sparrows 
occasional ly sing , and therefore presumably know, t he song-types common 
to the particular area in which they are breedi ng and may selectively 
respond more strongly to so ngs with wh ich they are familiar, as do 
female White-crowned Sparrows. 
If al l of the functions of so ng just described for Fox Sparrows 
do operate, this will be the only sparrow investigated to date in whi ch 
all of the proposed functions of so ng occur simultaneously. suspec t , 
though, that t he ability of Fox Spa rrows to identify each other ' s 
pop ulation affiliation may be li mited or may operate only upon a broad 
geograph ic sca le . In my exposure to Fox Spa rrow so ng in Utah and Idaho 
I have not detec ted discrete dialects comparab l e with those of White-
crowned Sparrows or Andean Sparrows I· capensi s (Nottebohm 1969). 
Although it has been shown that ind i vidua l Song Sparrows can ascertai n 
one another's population affi li ation even though individuals within 
dialect populations share fewer syllable-types than do Fox Sparrows. 
It would seem , rather, that if Fox Sparrows cannot identify each 
other at t he popula t ion l evel, it will probably be a result of the 
individuals shar ing too many components of their songs. 
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The contention that the various songs sung by individual Fox 
Sparrows are of equal valence to the bird is suppo rted by three facts: 
(1} Individuals sing each of their songs with equa l frequency; 
(2} birds order their songs in such a manner that each and every song 
in an individual's repertoire is sung only once before any song is 
repeated; and (3) the order in which an individual presents its songs 
ooes not change with the passage of time and does not change when two 
rivals are counter singing. It is particularly interesting that the 
songs of individual Fo x Sparrows appear to be of equa l valence to the 
singer and that they are ordered in such a rigid manner. No other 
species, in which the organization of singing has been studied (e.g., 
Cardinals, Pyrrhulo xias, Chaffinches, Plain Titmice, and Black-crested 
litmice), have been reported to weigh and organize their songs as do 
fox Sparrows. It seems most probable that young Fox Sparrows learn 
to seq uence their songs i n a particular order and that this order 
tecomes "fixed " for the life of the bird. Further, I suspect, that 
teca use of the uniformity and great sharing of syllable-types and song-
types within and among Fox Sparrow populations, all the songs sung by 
the birds are regarded equally by both the singer and possib ly the 
~ceivers of the songs . 
CHAPTER VI I 
SUt1~1ARY 
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1. The singing behavior, structure of song, i nt ra- and inter -
popul ation variat ion i n t he structure of song, and organ i zati on of 
singing in the Fox Sparrows Passerel la iliaca breeding i n northern Utah 
and southern Idaho during 1973 and 1974 were studied. 
2. Fox Sparrows began singing within a few days of their arr i val 
on the breedi ng grounds (late March through Apri l ) and continued 
singing until mid-July. 
3. Fox Sparrows possessed a variety of song-types wh i ch, due to 
their uniformity in structure both within and among individuals, could 
be categorized into f i ve major song - types: A, 8, C, D, and E. 
4. The song- types of Fox Sparrows were composed of syllable-types 
which were defined as t he single- or multinoted sounds , which may or 
may no t be serial ly repeated , that form the components of particu l ar 
song- types. Forty -nine di screte sy l lab l e-types were categorized and 
designated numerica ll y as 1 through 49. 
5. Song-type A was the third most commo n song -type sung by the 
Fox Sparrows. I t co ns i sted of a mea n of 7.5 (1973) and 7.7 (1974) 
sy ll ab l e- types. The sy ll ab l e-type seq uence of th e introductory porti on 
of t he song was l ess rigid than the sequence forming t he termina l 
portion , which ended in the syllable- type sequence 6, 7,8, and 9. 
6. Song-type B was the second most common song- type sung by the 
Fox Sparrows. I t was composed of a mean of 8.5 (1973) and 7.6 (1974) 
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syllable-types. This song-type was the most variable with respect to 
its constituen t syll ab l e-types, but generally terminated with the 
syllable-type sequence 25, 26, and 27. 
7. The song-type most common to the Fox Sparrows was song-type 
C. It consisted of the mean number of syllable- types for both years 
of 7.8. Although there was considerable variation in the syl l ab le-
types composing the first half of this song - type, its terminal syllab l e-
type sequence was almost always 29, 37, and 38 . 
8. Song-type D was sung by on ly 27 percent of the Fox Sparrows 
recorded; it consisted of a mea n of 9.4 syllable-types in both 1973 
and 1974. The terminal syllable-type sequence of song-type D was not 
as stereotyped as the other song-types, yet it did contain syllable-
types characteristic to itself (40, 41, 13 and 21). 
9. The song-type least common to the Fox Sparrows was designated 
E. It was composed of a mean of 9.0 (1973) and 7. 5 (1974) syllable-
types. The terminal sequence of syllable-types of song-type E was 
characteristically 45, 32, 25, and 46. 
10. The sequences of sy ll able- types composing each major song-types 
that were sung by individual Fox Sparrows , although similar enough to 
be classified as particular song-types, were not identi ca l. These 
variants of major so ng-types , which were characteris tic of individuals, 
were designated song- versions. Forty-nine of the 133 birds recorded 
possessed at least two song-versions of some major song-type, usually 
either B or C. 
11. Little variation was evident in the mean size of the song 
repertoires of individual Fox Sparrows (Y = 3.2 in 1973; 3.1 in 1974). 
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12. Differences were not significant in the mean number of syllable-
types exhib ited by individua l s or the mean number of syllable-types 
forming specific song-types . 
13. There was a significant difference in the number of syllab l e-
types among individuals having repertoires of 2, 3, and 4 songs. The 
Fox Sparrows with the largest song repertoires maintained the larger 
syllable-type repertoires. 
14. The tempo ral length of particular song- types and the duration 
of the interval of silence between songs among indiv idual Fox Sparrows 
demonstrated l ittle variation. 
15. The syllab le- types, song- types, song-versions, and sequence 
of syllab l e- types compos ing songs of individua l Fox Sparrows did not 
change between successive utterances of the same song-type, between 
days or years. 
16. The structure of Fox Sparrow song was compared with the 
structure of songs in other species of Emberizidae, particularly 
Melospiza, Zonotrichia, and Junco. This comparison demonstrated that 
the structure of songs in Fox Sparrows is not analogous to that of any 
other emberizi d. 
17 . Species of Zonotrichia and Junco have l ess diverse song-type 
and/or syllable-type repertoires than Fox Sparrows , whereas in Melospiza 
(especial l y~- melod ia) the repertoires are more co mp lex than in Fox 
Sparrows. 
18. Intra- and interpopulation var iati on in the so ngs of Fox 
Sparrows were inv~stigated in three geographical ly distinct breeding 
populati ons residing in the Cub River, Logan, an d Blacksmith Fork 
Canyons that drain into Cache Val l ey from the eas t . 
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19. Few significant differences in the mean numbers of syllable-
types , songs, or those syllable-types composing particular song-types 
occurred within any population from 1973 to 1974 or between populations 
in either of the two years. 
20. Visual comparisons and cluster analyses of the geographic 
cistributions of the syll able-types and song-types sung by the Fox 
Sparrows emphasized that the overall incidence of syllable-types and 
song-types was very uniform within and among all populations. 
21. Those variations which were present in the geographic 
cistribution of syllable-types and song-types tended to be mutually 
cependent due to the uniformity in the sequences of syllable-types 
ior mi ng particular song-types. The Cub River population tended to 
iorm a discrete cluster due to the presence of song-type D, and its 
os soci ated syllable-types, and the total absence of song- type E in the 
individua l s recorded in the canyon. The individuals of Blacksmith 
Fork Canyon displayed the greatest diversity of song-types and, thus, 
zy llabl e-types. 
22. The variation in the song structure in populations of Fox 
~pa rrows was compared with such variation in other avian species. Fox 
~parrows appeared intermediate between those species which exhibited 
ro intrapopulation structuring of song (e.g . , Junco oreganus) and those 
vh ii ch maintain well structured dia lects (e.g., Zonotrichia leucophrys). 
23. The Fox Sparrow's system of song structuring at the population 
1evel did not appear equivalent to that in populations of their 
cl OJ sest relatives, speci es of Melospiza, Zonotrichia, and Junco. 
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24. Neighboring territorial ma le Fox Sparrows did not necessarily 
share the same song-type or sy ll ab le-type repertoire. It was proposed 
that Fox Sparrows, as in Zonotrich ia leucophrys, learn their song 
repertoires early in life, and do not change the structure of their 
repertoires after the first autumn. 
25 . The structure of the so ng repertoire of each Fox Sparrow was 
unique with reference to the syllable- types composing the introductory 
portions of an individual's songs. Yet, there was great sharing of 
song-types and syllable-types among individuals. These phenomena, when 
associated with the structural uniformity in the terminal portion of 
song-types , l ed to the supposition that Fox Sparrmvs may en code messages 
of sexual, individual, population, and species identity into their so ngs. 
26. Fox Sparrows organized their sing ing into bouts. Each song 
of an individual tended to be presented with equa l frequency within 
singing bouts. 
27. The ordering of the songs within singing bouts by individual 
Fox Sparrows was not random. Rather, Fox Sparrows presented their 
songs in particular sequences, sing ing each song once, until the entire 
repertoire was exhausted . 
28. The seq uences in which individual Fox Sparrows presented 
their songs did not change between successive utterances of a particular 
so ng, whether separated by bouts, days, or years. 
29 . Markov chain analyses of the sequences of the songs in all 
but three individual Fox Sparrows' singing bouts accounted for the 
behavior by a first-order Markovian mode l. The organization of the 
singing of those three birds which did not conform to a first-order 
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Markov chain model was accounted for by a higher order Markovian model. 
Thus, the probab ility of the occurrence of a particular song in mos t 
individuals' singing bouts were described by knowledge of the 
immed iately preceding song. 
30 . Neighboring territoria l Fox Spa rrows which share s i mi l ar song 
repertoires showed no preference for singing the same sequence of songs 
during singing bouts. 
31. Th e implications of the manner in which Fox Sparrows organize 
their songs within singing bouts was discussed. It was proposed that 
the order in which individua l s presented their songs was l ea rned 
behavior and that further speculation as to the control of the behavio r 
without the benefit of experimenting with handreared young was 
inappropriate . 
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Table 1. Frequency of occurrence of syllable-type sequences forming 
vers i ons of so ng-types A, B, C, D, and E in the Fox Sparrow 
populatio ns studied in 1973 and 1974. Parentheses ind i cate 
syllable- type may be present or absent. 
Number of birds possess i ng 
pattern Syll ab 1 e-type sequence 
1973 1974 
Song type A 
8 9 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9 
9 5 1,3,4,5,6,7 ,8 ,9 
21 11 1,3,5,6 ,7 ,8,9 
2 1,4,14,16,4,6,7,8,9 
4,5,6,7,8,9 
0 1,2,5,6,7,8 ,9 
2 0 1,10,4,5,6,7,8,9 
0 1,4,14,4,14,16,6,7,8,9 
0 1,4,14,5,6,7,8,9 
0 2 3,4,5,6,7,8,9 
0 1,10,17,8,33,3,5,6,7,8,9 
0 36,44, 17, 6,7,8,9 
0 1, 36, 11, 28,6,7,8 , 9 
Song type B 
2 1, 10, 17, 12,49 , 25 , 27 
4 4 1, 4,14 ,16 , 20 , 22,49 ,25,26,27 
1,4,14 ,5,20 , 49,4, 26,27 
1,2,4,5 , 20,49,25,26,27 
19 0 1,10,1 7,1 2,49,25,26 ,27 
2 0 1,10,17,12,49,25 
0 1,10, 17,12,24,25,26 , 27 
0 1,10,17,12,22,49, 25,27 
Table 1. Continued 
Number of birds possessing 
pattern 
1973 
2 
1 
7 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
0 
1974 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Syllable-type seque nce 
Song type B (continued) 
1,10,17,12,22,23,25,26,27 
1,10,17,8,33,22,49,25,27 
1,10,15,49 ,25,26 ,27 
1,10,4,14,5,20,49,25,26,27 
1,4,14,5,20,22,49, 25 ,26,27 
1,4,14,5,20 ,22 ,26,27 
1,4,14,16,20,49,25,26,27 
1,4,14,16,20,22,25,26,27 
1,4,14,5,20, 22,23,25,26 ,27 
1,4,14,5,20,26,27 
1,4,14,5,20,49,25,26,27 
1,4,14,20,22,49,25,26 ,27 
1,11,20, 22 ,49,25,27 
1,11,12,22,49,25,26,27 
1,11,34,22,49,25,26,27 
1, 2,10,49, 20,26,27 
1, 2 ,44,17, 28 ,29 
1,2,17,12,22 
1,2,17,12,22,49,25,26,27 
2, 17,1 2,22 ,49, 25,27 
1, 3,36,30 ,28,29 
1,3,17,12,22,23, 25 ,26,27 
1,3, 22 ,23,25,27 
1,1 3,20 ,22,49,25,26,27 
1,12,16,20,22,49,25,26,27 
4,19 ,10 ,17,12,22,49 , 25,26 , 27 
1,11,17,36,32,33,24,25,49,27 
Table 1. Continued 
Number of birds possessing 
pattern 
1973 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1974 
3 
2 
4 
2 
1 
2 
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Sy ll able-type sequence 
Song type B (continued) 
1,11, 31,30,32,33,24,25,49,27 
1,11,3 1,11,1 2,22,24,25,49,27 
1,11,12,22,24,25,27 
1,10,11,12,22,24,25,26,27 
1,10,17,12,22,24, 25 , 26, 27 
1, 10, 26, 11,1 2,22 , 24 , 25,26 ,27 
1,10,11,12,20,24,25,26,27 
1,10,11,12, 22,24, 25 ,26,27 
1,10,17,22,24,25,49,27 
1,10,17,22, 24,25,49,43 
1,10,17,12,22,24,25 
1,10,4,14,5,20,49,25,26,27 
1,4 , 14,11,20,22,24 , 25 ,26,27 
1,4,14, 20 ,22,49, 25,26 ,27 
1,4,14,16, 20 , 22 ,26,27 
1,4,14,5,12,22,49,25,26,27 
1,4,14,5,20,49,25, 26 ,27 
1,2,17,12,22,24,25,26,27 
1,2,4,12,22,24,25,26,27 
1,2,17,12,22 
1, 2,17,12,22,23,25,26,27 
1,3,36,47,11,28,29 
1, 3 ,17,12,22,24,25,26,27 
-
1,1 2,16,11, 20,22,49,25,26,27 
1,26,6,12,22,24 ,25,26,27 
10,11,12,22,24, 25,26,27 
10,17,12,22,23,25,26,27 
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Table 1. Continued 
Number of birds possessing 
pattern Syll able-type sequence 
1973 1974 
Song type B {continued) 
0 2,36,11,28,24,25,26,27 
0 2 4,14,11,20,22,49,25,26,27 
0 2 4,14,16,12,22,49,25,26,27 
0 4,13,20,24,25,26,27 
0 4,14,20,22,49,25,25,27 
0 4,14,16,20,49,25,26,27 
Song type C 
24 20 1,11,34,35,29,37,38,(39) 
3 1,11,34,29, 37 ,38,(39) 
2 1, 11,34, 37,38 
12 13 1,36,11, 28,29 ,37,38 
2 1, 36 ,31,11,28 ,29,37,38,(39) 
15 5 1,3,36,11, 28 ,29,37,38,{39) 
7 4 1,3,36,31,11,28, 29 ,37,38,39 
2 2 1,3,44,31,11, 28 ,29,37,38,39 
3 1,10,36,11,28,29,37,38 
1,10,11,34,35,29,37,38,(39) 
0 1,10,36,11, 30 ,29,37,38 
0 1,10, 36, 11, 28,29,37 
3 0 1,11,34,26,29,37,38 
2 0 1,11,2,20,35,29,37,38 
0 1,3,36,11,28,37,38 ,(39) 
0 1,3,44,47,11,28 ,29,37,38,39 
0 1,3,36,47,11, 28,29,37,38,39 
0 1,3,11,34,35,29,37,38 , 39 
Table 1. Continued 
Number of birds pos sess ing 
pattern 
1973 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1974 
0 
0 
3 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Syllable-type seq uence 
Song type C (continued) 
1,13,11,41,48,28,29,37,38 
25,36, 11 ,34,35,29,37,38 
1, 36,11,28,37,38,(39) 
1,36,30,28 ,37,38 
1,2, 36 ,31,11, 28 ,29 , 37,38 ,(39) 
1, 30,34,35,29,37,38,39 
1,31,11,41,48,17,24, 25 ,29, 37,38 
1,11,30,35,29,37,38 
3,36, 11, 28,29,37,38 
3,4,5 , 29,34,35 ,29, 37,38 
30,34,35,29 , 37,38 
19 ,11, 34,35 ,29 , 37 , 38 ,39 
10,34,35,29 ,37,38 
Song type D 
1,10,40,41(13&21),27,28,24,25,49,43 
1,41,(1 3&2 1) ,13,20,24,25,26,27 
1,21,20,23,25,26,27 
1,10 ,41, 42,28,29,25,49 ,43 
1,10,41,42,28,24,25,49,43 
1,10,40,41(13&21),27,28 
1,10,40 , 27 , 28,24 ,25,49,43 
1, 41( 13&2 1),13 , 20,29,25 ,26,27 
1,41 (13&21), 20,29,25,27 
1, 2,10,1 7,8,33,24,25,49,43 
1, 2,21,13 , 20 ,49,23,26,27 
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Table 1. Continued 
Number of birds possessing 
pattern Syllable-type sequence 
1973 1974 
Song type D (continued) 
0 1,3 ,21,1 3, 20,23 , 25,26 , 27 
1 0 1, 31,11,10, 41, 29,28 , 24,25 ,26, 27 
0 1 1,10,30,41,48 , 28,29 ,25,49,43 
0 4 1,10,40,13,21,42,33,24,25,49,43 
0 1,13 ,21,20 ,24 ,25,35,27 
0 2 1,13,21,13,20,49,25,26,27 
0 2 1,13,20,49,25,26,27 
0 1,3 1,11,10,29,28 , 24, 25 , 26,2 7 
0 1,31,40,41, 48,28,24,25,49,37,38 
0 1,2,10,17,32,33,24,25,49,43 
0 1, 3, 21,13,20 , 23,25 , 26 ,27 
Song type E 
1 0 1,3,44,31,30,29,32,25,46 
4 0 1, 3,44,31,30,45 , 32,25,46 
0 1,3,36,41, 30 ,45,32,25,46 
1 0 1, 3,36,30,28 , 29 ,37,38,32,46 
0 1, 2,44, 17,45,18,25,46 
0 1 1,2,17,12,44,17 
0 4 1, 2, 44 ,17 ,45,32,25,46 
0 1,10,44,17,45,32,25,46 
0 1, 3,44, 17,45,25,46 
0 1 2,17,12,45,32,25,46 
0 1 - 3,4 4,17,45 , 32,25,46 
0 40,17,11,21,46,4 ,27 
0 40,48 , 2,45,32,44 , 32,46 
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Table 2. Percent of Fox Sparrows during 1973 and 1974 that sa ng 
a particular song-type (N = 133) 
Song-t.z-Re 
Year N A B c D E 
1973 71 63 89 99 25 1D 
1974 62 53 87 92 29 19 
Both 
years 133 59 88 95 27 14 
Table 3. 
Year x 
1973 7.5 
1974 7.7 
Mean number of syllable-types composing particular song-types of the Fox Sparrows in the 1973 and 
1974 study populations 
Song-types 
A B c D E Average 
SD N R SD N X SD N X SD N X SD N R SD N 
0.7 45 8.5 1.1 66 7. 8 1.1 81 9. 4 1.3 18 9.0 0.0 7 8.1 1.2 217 
0.9 35 7.6 1.2 67 . 7.8 1.2 67 9.4 1.4 18 9.0 0.6 12 8.2 1.2 199 
00 
N 
Table 4. The most common ly sung syllable-type sequences, including 
minor aberrations in sequence. Parentheses indicate 
syllable-types an individual may add or delete from its 
song between successive utterances. 
Percent of birds possess i ng Syllable-type sequence pattern 
1973 1974 
Song type A 
39 40 1,2 or 3,4,5,6,7,8,9 
50 31 1, 2 or 3,5,6 , 7,8,9 
Song type B 
36 24 1,10,17,12,22,49,25,26,27 
30 10 1,4,14,5 or 16 , 20,22,49,25,26,27 
Song type C 
39 31 1,11,34,35,29,37,38,{39) 
17 20 1 '36' 11 '28' 29' 37' 38' ( 39) 
30 8 1,3,36,11,28,29,37,38,(39) 
Song type D 
33 0 1,10,41,42,28,24,25,49,43 
22 29 1,10,40,41,27,28,24,25,49,43 
Song type E 
86 0 1,3,44,31,30,45,32,25,46 
0 50 1,2,44,17,45,32,25,26 
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Table 5. Total number of syllable - type sequence patterns recorded for 
each particular song-type during 1973 and 1974 
Song-
type A 
Song-
type B 
Song-
type c 
Song -
type D 
Song-
type E 
Number of pat t erns 
1973 1974 
7 11 
34 38 
20 21 
13 12 
4 9 
Percent of patterns 
shared betwee n years 
38 
6 
32 
14 
0 
Table 6. Percent of individual Fox Sparrows during 1973 and 1974 
possessing more than one version of either song-types A, 
B, C, D, and E; 49 total, plus 2 which possessed versions 
of 2 song-types 
Percent of birds 
Cub River Logan Blacksmith Fork 
1973 1974 1973 1974 1973 1974 Total 
No. of birds 10 9 39 28 22 25 133 
Song-type 
A 0 10 0 0 0 4 11 
Song- type 
B 0 0 8 10 36 16 15 
Song-type 
c 0 10 18 7 41 44 23 
Song- type 
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Song- type 
E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 0 20 26 17 77 64 
85 
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Tabl e 7. Mea n number of songs and sy l lab l e-types possessed by the 
1973 and 1974 populations; data from birds in all canyo ns 
combined 
x number of x number of 
Year songs so N sy ll able-types SD N 
1973 3.2 0. 8 71 20.8 2.8 71 
1974 3.1 0.8 62 20. 2 4.2 62 
Both 
years 3.2 0.8 133 20.6 4.0 133 
Table a. Mea n number of syll able -types used in forming songs for t he 
birds of Cub Ri ver , Logan, and Bl acksmith Fork canyons 
(1973 and 1974 data comb i ned) 
Location x number of sy ll abl e-types so 
Cub River 8.3 1.7 
Logan 8.0 1.1 
Bl acksmith Fork 8.4 1.1 
1973 Mean 8. 1 1. 2 
1974 Mea n 8.2 1.2 
87 
88 
Table 9. Percent of Fox Sparrows, by canyo n and as a whole, that possessed 
a particul ar syllable-type 
Locat ion 
Cub River Logan Black smith All birds All birds 
Fork 
Syll ab 1 e- 1973 and 
type 1973 1974 1973 1974 1973 1974 1973 1974 1974 
100 100 90 100 100 100 95 100 98 
2 30 22 26 42 32 36 34 37 36 
3 80 67 69 36 82 60 75 50 63 
4 10 11 46 64 72 64 49 56 53 
5 80 67 62 64 82 36 70 55 73 
6 80 67 69 64 41 32 62 53 58 
80 67 69 64 32 32 59 52 56 
8 80 67 69 64 45 32 63 52 58 
9 80 67 69 64 45 32 63 52 58 
10 90 89 69 57 27 36 59 53 56 
11 100 89 95 93 95 96 96 94 95 
12 60 56 69 61 27 64 55 61 58 
13 70 56 5 11 18 24 18 23 21 
14 10 11 20 36 64 44 32 35 34 
15 0 0 3 0 0 4 1 2 2 
16 0 0 23 11 0 24 13 15 14 
17 80 89 87 50 32 64 69 61 65 
18 0 0 3 4 0 0 2 2 
19 0 0 3 4 0 4 3 2 
20 10 11 20 36 86 60 39 42 41 
21 60 56 8 11 14 20 17 21 19 
22 80 67 82 79 64 72 76 74 75 
23 0 0 13 11 23 16 14 11 13 
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Table 9. Continued 
Location 
Cub River Logan Bl acksmith All birds All birds 
Fork 
Sy ll ab le- 1973 and 
type 1973 1974 1973 1974 1973 1974 1973 1974 1974 
24 50 100 10 79 9 40 15 66 41 
25 100 100 97 93 86 92 94 94 94 
26 20 23 85 86 95 92 79 79 79 
27 80 33 92 96 86 92 89 85 87 
28 70 33 67 57 86 84 73 65 69 
29 90 78 100 75 95 84 97 79 88 
30 0 0 13 18 27 4 15 10 13 
31 0 11 8 11 68 36 25 21 23 
32 0 11 5 18 23 16 10 16 13 
33 30 57 0 0 0 4 11 8 
34 90 78 46 39 32 48 48 48 48 
35 50 67 36 43 36 48 38 48 43 
36 0 11 72 57 73 76 62 58 60 
37 100 89 100 82 95 92 99 87 93 
38 100 89 97 82 91 92 98 87 93 
39 10 11 15 14 59 56 28 31 30 
40 60 67 5 7 5 0 13 13 13 
41 10 23 10 4 5 0 8 4 6 
42 20 33 8 0 0 8 4 6 
43 50 78 8 4 5 0 13 13 13 
44 0 0 5 11 27 36 11 19 14 
45 0 0 3 14 18 24 7 16 12 
46 0 0 3 18 23 24 8 18 13 
47 0 0 8 0 0 4 4 2 3 
48 10 11 - 0 7 0 0 4 3 
49 100 89 79 32 73 56 80 50 65 
Table 10 . Mean number of syllable-types possessed by birds with 
repertoires of 2, 3 and 4 songs 
Reperto ire size Year X nwrber of SD N 
syll ab 1 e-types 
1973 15.9 2.8 10 
Two songs 1974 15.6 2.4 14 
Both yrs 15.8 2.6 24 
1973 19.8 2.4 32 
Three songs 1974 20.0 2.0 27 
Both yrs 19.8 2.4 59 
1973 23.7 2.6 26 
Four songs 1974 24.3 2.4 16 
Both yrs 23.6 2.5 42 
90 
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Table 11. Mean duration (in seconds) of the interval between songs 
for birds of Cub River, Logan, and Bl acksmith Fork 
canyons 
Location x SD N 
Cub River 6.9 2.3 7 
Logan 6.3 2.8 13 
Bl acksmith Fork 8.9 3.1 9 
All 1 oca ti ons 7.1 1.9 29 
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Table 12. Duration (in seconds} of the intervals between song-
types during s i nging bouts for birds with repertoires 
of 2, 3 and 4 songs 
Repertoire so of 
size N x so Range ranges 
2 songs 9 6. 3 2. 3 3.6 - 8. 2 l. 0 - 2.2 
3 songs 10 7.3 3.1 5.2 - 11.8 l. 7 - 1.6 
4 songs 10 7.5 3.2 5. 5 - 13.6 1.8 - 2.1 
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Table 13 . Mean number of songs recorded from the birds of Cub River , 
Logan, and Blacksmith Fork ca nyo ns during 1973 and 1974 
Location Year X number of SD N 
song -types 
1973 3.9 1.9 10 
Cub River 
1974 3.1 0.6 9 
1973 3.1 0.7 39 
Lo gan 
1974 2.9 0.7 28 
1973 3.5 1.0 22 
Blacksmith Fork 
1974 3.3 0.8 25 
1973 3.2 0.8 71 
All locations 
1974 3. 1 0.8 62 
Both yrs 3.2 0.8 133 
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Table 14. r~ean number of sy ll ab 1 e - types recorded from Fox Sparrows 
in Cub River, Logan, and Blacksmith Fork canyo ns during 
1973 and 1974 
Locati on Year X number of SD N 
syll ab le-types 
1973 22 .1 2.8 10 
Cub River 
1974 21.4 2. 4 9 
1973 20. 1 3.4 39 
Logan 
1974 19.1 4.8 28 
1973 21.2 4. 7 22 
Bla cksmith Fork 
1974 20.4 5.3 25 
1973 20.8 2.8 71 
All l ocat ions 1974 20.2 4.2 62 
Both yrs 20.6 4.0 133 
Table 15- The results of analyses of variance of the number of 
syllable-types per song-type. CRC = Cub River Canyon, 
LC = Logan Canyon, BSFC = Blacksmith Fork Canyon, 
Locations 
compared 
CRC - BSFC 
CRC - LC 
LC - BSFC 
CRC - CRC 
LC - LC 
BSFC - BSFC 
CRC - BSFC 
CRC - LC 
LC - BSFC 
CRC - LC 
LC - LC 
BSFC - BSFC 
CRC - BSFC 
CRC - LC 
LC - BSFC 
CRC - CRC 
LC - LC 
BSFC - BSFC 
CRC - BS FC 
CRC - LC 
LC - BSFC 
CRC - CRC 
LC - LC 
BSFC - BSFC 
LC - BS FC 
LC - LC 
BSFC - BSFC 
ALL 
+ = significant difference and - = no signifi cant 
difference at a= 0.05, * = significant at a = 0.01. 
So ng 
type 
A 
B 
c 
0 
E 
ALL 
1973 19 74 
-* 
+ 
+ 
Combined 
1973-74 
+ 
Between 
1973-74 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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Table 16 . Mean number of syllable- types composing particular song-types for the birds inhabiti ng Cub River , 
Logan, and Blacksmith Fork canyons during 1973 and 1974 
Location 
Song- Cub River Logan Blacksmith Fork Mean 
type Year x so N x so N x so N x so N 
-
A 1973 7.0 0.0 8 7.5 0.6 27 7.9 0.8 10 7.5 0.7 45 
I 1974 7.6 1.5 7 7.8 0.8 18 7.9 0.6 10 7.7 0.9 35 
B 1973 7. 7 1.4 7 8.5 1.0 38 8. 7 1.0 21 8.5 1.1 66 
1974 7.4 1.6 9 7.2 0.6 24 8.2 1.2 34 7.6 1.2 67 
c 1973 7. 7 1.4 7 7.3 0.7 43 8. 5 1.2 31 7.8 1.1 81 
1974 7.4 1.6 9 7.2 0.6 24 8. 2 1.2 34 7.8 1.2 67 
0 1973 10.0 1.5 7 9.5 1.0 6 8.6 1.1 5 9.4 1.3 18 
1974 10.8 0. 1 7 9.5 1.0 4 8.1 1.0 7 9.4 1.4 18 
E 1973 - 9.0 0.0 2 9.0 0.0 5 9.0 0.0 7 
1974 - - - 7.4 0.6 5 7.6 0.8 7 7.5 0.6 12 
All 1973 All locations 8. 1 1.2 217 
songs 1974 All l ocations 8.2 1.2 199 
<D 
"' 
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Table 17 . Perce nt of Fox Spa rrow, by ca nyon and as a whol e, that 
exhibited song-types in 1973 and 1974 
Cub River Loga n 81 acksmith All All 
Canyon Canyon Fork Canyo n canyo ns canyons 
1973 1974 1973 1974 1973 1974 1973 1974 1973 and 
No. of 1974 
birds 10 9 39 28 22 25 71 62 133 
Song-
type A 80 67 69 64 45 36 63 53 59 
Song-
type 8 90 67 92 96 82 84 89 87 88 
Song-
type C 100 89 97 89 100 96 99 92 95 
Song-
type 0 70 78 15 14 23 28 25 29 27 
So ng-
type E 0 0 5 18 23 28 10 19 14 
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Table 18. Randomly-chosen matrices of the frequencies of transitions 
between songs; 10 each from birds with repertoires of 2, 
3, and 4 songs. X indicates the birds possess mu ltiple 
versions of song- type B or C. The identification number, 
year of recording, an d most typica l sequence of songs of 
eac h bird is des i gnated as 835-74-ABC, respective ly. 
Second-order matrices are presented fo r birds with 
repertoires of 3 and 4 songs. 
EXAMPLE 
835-74-ABC 
To Song 858-74-AB 89-73-BC 
A B c B E B c 
IA I O 13 0 B ~ 8 f -27 0 13 E c 0 E 8 0 1 ~ c 1 13 0 0 
855-74-BC 818-73-BC 
To Song 8 c 8 c 
A B c B ~ B ~ AA 0 0 13 c c 1 1 
AS 0 0 13 
01AC 0 0 0 814-74-AD 829-73-BC 
c 
SiBA 0 0 0 A D 8 c 
EBB 0 0 0 A ~ B ~ 0 .zsc 3 0 0 D 3 c 0 
CA 0 13 0 
C8 0 0 0 844-73-BD 854-73-BC 
cc 0 0 0 8 D 8 c 
B ~ B f': D c 0 0 
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Table 18. Continued 
B13-74- AC B25-73-CXB B30-74-BCA 
A c c X B B c A 
A~ c 2 6 2 B 1 22 0 B 12 3 X 5 0 15 c 0 0 25 
B 14 6 1 A 21 4 3 
B28-74-BC c X B B c A 
B c cc 0 2 0 BB 0 0 
BIJ': 
ex 2 0 12 BC 0 0 20 
c 41 0 CB 2 2 BA 0 0 0 
XC 2 2 CB 0 0 0 
XX 0 0 0 cc 0 0 0 
XB 12 2 0 CA 18 4 2 
BC 0 10 3 AB 1 20 0 
BX 3 0 3 AC 0 0 4 
BB 0 0 AA 2 0 
B55-73- BXC B21-74-BC X 826-74-ABC 
B X c B c X A B c 
B 0 27 2 B 0 69 2 A 0 29 0 
X 3 2 25 c 0 0 68 B 0 0 41 
c 25 1 0 X 69 0 1 c 28 12 1 
BB 0 0 0 BB 0 0 0 AA 0 0 0 
BX 2 24 BC 0 0 65 AB 0 0 28 
BC 0 BX 2 0 0 AC 0 0 0 
XX 0 1 cc 0 0 0 BB 0 0 0 
XB 0 3 0 ex 66 0 BA 0 0 0 
XC 24 0 0 CB 0 0 0 BC 24 12 1 
cc 0 0 0 XX 0 0 cc 1 0 0 
CB 0 24 1 XB 0 67 2 CA 0 28 0 
ex 0 0 XC 0 0 0 CB 0 0 12 
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Table 18. Continued 
831-74- 8DC 829-74-ADC 862-74-8C8orA 
8 D c A D c A 8 c 
8 0 39 A 0 46 0 A 12 12 
D 0 40 D 0 46 8 10 0 16 
c 39 2 1 c 45 2 0 c 6 24 3 
8 D c A D c A 8 c 
88 0 0 0 AA 0 0 0 AA 5 0 4 
8D 0 0 39 AD 0 0 43 A8 0 
8C 0 0 AC 0 0 0 AC 4 8 0 
DD 0 0 0 DD 0 0 0 88 0 0 0 
DB 0 0 DC 42 2 0 8A 4 0 6 
DC 37 1 0 DA 0 0 8C 2 10 3 
cc 0 0 0 cc 0 0 0 cc 0 3 0 
CB 0 36 CA 0 43 0 CA 2 2 2 
CD 0 CD 0 0 C8 9 0 14 
855-73-8XC 821- 74-8CX 826-74-ABC 
(Cont.) (Cont.) (Cont.) 
8 X c B c X A B c 
BB 0 0 0 BB 0 0 0 AA 0 0 0 
BX 2 24 BC 0 0 65 AB 0 0 28 
BC 1 0 BX 2 0 0 AC 0 0 0 
XB 0 3 0 CB 0 0 0 BA 0 0 0 
XX 0 1 cc 0 0 0 BB 0 0 0 
XC 24 0 0 ex 66 0 BC 24 12 
CB 0 24 1 XB 0 67 2 CA 0 28 0 
ex 0 0 XC 0 0 0 CB 0 0 12 
cc 0 0 0 XX 0 0 cc 0 0 
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Table 18 . Continued 
B31-74-BDC B29-74-ADC 
B 0 c A 0 c 
B 0 39 A 0 . 46 0 
0 0 40 0 0 46 
c 39 2 c 45 2 0 
B 0 c A 0 c 
BB 0 0 0 AA 0 0 0 
BD 0 0 39 AD 0 0 43 
BC 0 0 1 AC 0 0 0 
DB 0 0 DA 0 0 
DO 0 0 0 DO 0 0 0 
DC 37 1 0 DC 42 2 0 
CB 0 36 CA 0 43 0 
CD 1 0 CD 0 0 1 
cc 0 0 0 cc 0 0 0 
B15-73-ABC B35-74-ACD B39-74-EBCX 
A B c A c 0 E B c X 
A 4 2 56 A 3 13 6 E 0 10 4 0 
B 54 7 c 6 0 9 B 0 0 12 2 
c 7 62 3 0 13 3 c 2 4 0 10 
A B c A c 0 X 11 0 0 0 
AA 0 3 AA 0 2 0 E B c X 
AB 0 AC 3 0 9 EE 0 0 0 0 
AC 2 51 2 AD 3 1 EB 0 0 10 0 
BA 3 2 44 CA 2 0 4 EC 0 3 0 
BB 0 0 cc 0 0 0 EX 0 0 0 0 
BC 4 3 0 CD 9 0 0 BE 0 0 0 0 
CA 0 0 5 DA 10 2 BB 0 0 0 0 
CB 49 6 DC 3 0 0 BC 2 1 0 9 
cc 0 DO 0 0 BX D 0 0 
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Table 18. Continued. 
839-74-EBCX 
(Cont.) 
E B c X 
CE 0 1 0 
CB 0 0 2 2 
cc 0 0 0 0 
ex 10 0 0 0 
XE 0 8 3 0 
XB 0 0 0 0 
XC 0 0 0 0 
XX 0 0 0 0 
865- 73- BCEX B37 - 73-BCDX B35-73-AXBC 
B c E X B c D X A X B c 
B 0 2() 2 4 B 0 21 0 A 10 2 4 
c 4 4 10 6 c 0 0 20 0 X 0 15 1 
E 0 0 10 D 1 0 20 B 0 5 0 20 
X 22 0 X 18 0 2 0 c 16 6 0 
B c X B c D X A X B c 
BB 0 0 0 0 BB 0 0 0 0 AA 0 1 0 0 
BC 3 3 5 5 BC 0 0 20 0 AX 0 0 9 
BE 0 0 0 1 BD 0 0 0 1 AB 0 0 
BX 3 0 1 0 BX 0 0 0 0 AC 0 0 2 0 
CB 0 2 2 0 CB 0 0 0 0 XA 0 0 0 
cc 0 2 0 cc 0 0 0 0 XX 0 0 0 0 
CE 0 0 9 CD 0 0 0 18 XB 0 0 0 14 
ex 6 0 0 0 ex 0 0 0 0 XC 0 0 0 0 
EB 0 0 0 DB 0 0 0 BA -0 0 0 0 
EC 0 0 0 0 DC 0 0 0 0 BX 1 0 4 0 
EE 0 0 0 0 DD 0 0 0 0 BB 0 0 0 0 
Table 18. Continued. 
865-73-8CEX 
(Cont .) 
8 c E 
EX 8 
X 
X8 0 17 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
XC 0 0 
XE 0 0 0 
0 XX 0 0 
8 
8 0 
c 
A 2 
X 19 
8 
88 0 
8C 
8A 1 
8X 0 
C8 0 
cc 0 
CA 
ex 7 
A8 0 
AC 0 
AA 0 
AX 11 
X8 0 
XC 0 
XA 0 
XX 0 
85-73-8CAX 
C A X 
7 12 3 
0 11 7 
10 0 12 
2 2 0 
c A 
0 0 
0 6 
9 0 
2 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 3 
0 0 
0 
7 11 
0 2 
1 0 
0 0 
X 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
0 
9 
0 
2 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
837-73-8CDX 
(Cont.) 
8 c 
ox 17 0 
X8 0 17 
XC 0 0 
XD 1 
XX 0 0 
D 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
86-74-EBXA 
X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
E B X A 
E 0 
B 4 
X 2 
A 17 
E 
EE I 0 
18 3 
0 13 
0 0 14 
0 0 
B X A 
0 0 0 
EB 4 0 13 1 
EX 0 0 0 
EA 3 0 0 0 
BE 0 3 0 1 
BB 0 0 0 0 
BX 0 0 12 
8A 0 0 0 
XE 0 0 1 
XB 0 0 0 0 
XX 0 0 0 0 
XA 13 0 1 0 
AE 0 14 1 1 
AB 0 0 0 0 
AX 0 0 0 1 
AA 0 0 0 0 
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835-73-AX8C 
(Cont.) 
A X 8 C 
8C 15 1 4 0 
CA 0 8 2 4 
ex o o 1 o 
C8 0 2 0 3 
cc 0 0 0 0 
87-74-8CAD 
8 C A D 
8 0 20 3 0 
c 14 0 20 0 
A 4 2 0 27 
D 5 10 12 0 
B C A D 
AA 0 0 0 0 
8C 0 18 0 
BA 1 0 
BD 0 0 0 0 
CB 0 10 2 0 
cc 0 0 0 0 
CA 2 0 17 
CD 0 0 0 0 
A8 0 4 0 0 
AC 2 0 0 0 
AA 0 0 0 0 
AD 5 10 12 0 
DB 0 4 1 0 
DC 10 0 0 0 
DA 0 0 8 
DO 0 0 0 0 
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Table 18. Continued . 
834-73-AX8C 851-74-XA8C 84-73-XAC8 
A X 8 c X A 8 c X A c 8 
A 0 22 0 2 X 0 24 0 0 X 0 34 4 1 
X 0 21 A 0 0 24 0 A 0 0 33 3 
8 3 0 0 17 8 0 0 0 24 c 0 4 0 34 
c 20 0 0 c 23 0 0 0 8 38 0 0 0 
A X 8 c X A 8 c X A c B 
AA 0 0 0 0 XX 0 0 0 0 XX 0 0 0 0 
AX 1 0 19 1 XA 0 0 24 0 XA 0 0 31 0 
A8 0 0 0 0 X8 0 0 0 0 XC 0 4 0 0 
AC 0 0 0 XC 0 0 0 0 X8 0 0 0 
XA 0 1 0 0 AX 0 0 0 0 AX 0 0 0 0 
XX 0 0 0 0 AA 0 0 0 0 AA 0 0 0 0 
X8 3 0 0 16 A8 0 0 0 24 AC 0 0 0 31 
XC 0 0 0 AC 0 0 0 0 A8 3 0 0 0 
8A 0 0 2 BX 0 0 0 0 ex 0 0 0 0 
BX 0 0 0 0 8A 0 0 0 0 CA 0 0 1 3 
88 0 0 0 0 88 0 0 0 0 cc 0 0 0 0 
8C 16 0 0 0 8C 23 0 0 0 C8 32 0 0 0 
CA 0 19 0 0 ex 0 23 0 0 8X 0 32 4 0 
ex 0 0 0 CA 0 0 0 0 8A 0 0 0 0 
C8 0 0 0 0 CB 0 0 0 0 8C 0 0 0 0 
cc 0 0 0 0 cc 0 0 0 0 88 0 0 0 0 
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Table 19. Sequences of songs sung by individual Fox Sparrows. The 
identification number, year fr om which most songs were 
recorded, and typical sequence of ordering songs during 
s inging sessio ns are designated as 835-74-ACB, respec tively. 
X indicates that the bird possesses multiple versions of 
song-type B or C, II si gnifies the end of one singing bout 
and t he beginning of another (these temporal sepa rations 
betwee n singing bouts may span minutes, days, or, as in 
the case of 84-73, 815-74, and 89- 73, years. Underl ined 
passages indi cate "mi sta kes" in ordering and their 
subsequent correction. Letters A, B, C, D, and E refer 
to song-types. 
Bird Seq uence of songs 
84-73-AC8X A C B X A C B X A C B X A C B X A C II B X A C 8 X 
A C B X A II C 8 X A C B II X B X A C B X A C B X 
A 8 C X X A C 8 X A C I I B X""""iiCBX-A C 8 X A C 
BTA 
B15-74-AC8 8 A C B A C B A C B A C B A C B A C 8 A C B A C 
B A C BAA II A C B A B A C B C B A C B A C B II 
C B II C BAA C B A ~B ABA C B II C B A C 
B A C B A C~~c-c-A II C B A C B A II A A C 
B A C B 
832-74- BDC C D B D C B D C B D C B D C B D C B D C D B C B D 
CBDCBCCBDCBDCBDCBDCBDCBD 
C B DC B D C B DC B II C B II B D C B D C B D C 
B DC B DC B DC B DC B DC II C B DC B CCII 
B B DC B DC B DC B II DC B DC B 
829-74-ADC C A D C A D C A D C I I A D C A D C A I I C A D C A D 
862-74-BCB or A 
858- 74-8E 
89- 73-BC 
C A DC A D C A D C A D C A D II D C A II A D C A 
DC AD CAD C A DC AD CAD CAD C A 0 C A II 
ADCADCADCADCADCADCADC 
B C B A C C A B C B A C A A C B A A A II C B C B C 
B C B A C B C A B A A C B C B C B A C A B A C B 
C B II C B C B C C B C B A C A A A C B A C B C C 
B C B C 
8 EBB II E BE B B B E B E B E B E BE B E B E B 
E B E 
8 C B II C B C B C B C B C B C 8 C B C 8 C B C B C 
B C 8 C B C B C B C B C 8 C B C B C B C 
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Table 19. Continued. 
8i rd 
818-73-8C 
844-73-80 
851-74- XA8C 
85-73- AX8C 
B26-74-ABC 
Sequence of songs 
8 8 C 8 C 8 C 8 C 8 C 8 C 8 C 8 C 8 C II 8 C 8 C 8 
C 8 C 8 C 8 C 8 C 8 C 8 C 8 8 C 8 II C 8 C 8 C 8 
C 8 
D 8 D 8 D 8 D 8 D 8 D 8 D 8 D 8 D 8 D 8 D 8 II 8 D 
808D8D8D8D8D808D8D8D8D8D 
8 D 8 D 8 
C X A 8 C X A 8 C X A 8 C X A 8 C X A 8 C X A 8 C 
X A II 8 C X A 8 C X A 8 C X A 8 C X A 8 C X A 
8 C X A 8 C X A 8 C X A 8 C 
C 8 8 C A X 8 C A X 8 C A X A C A X 8 A C A II 8 X 
8 II C 8 X A II X 8 A C A 8 C A II C 8 A C A 6 C 
A II 8 A X 8 A C II A X 8 A X 8 A C 8 
A 8 C 8 C II C A 8 C A 8 C A 8 C 8 C A 8 C A 8 C 8 
C A 8 C A 8 C 8 C A 8 C 8 C A 8 C 8 C 8 C A 8 C 
8 C II C A 8 C A 8 C 8 C A 8 C 8 C A 8 C 8 C II 
8 C A 8 C 8 C A 8 C 8 C A 8 C A 8 C A 8 C 8 C A 
8CABC8C 
Table 20. The order in which 56 Fox Sparrows presented their 
songs during singing sessions. Birds with mul tipl e 
song-versions of song-type B or C have one of the 
versions represented by an X. Letters A, B, C, D, 
and E refer to song-types . 
2 Songs 
Number of 
Orde r birds 
BC 12 
CD 2 
BD 2 
BE 
AC 
AD 
Repertoire Size 
3 Songs 
Number of 
Order birds Order 
ABC 8 AEBC 
ACB 6 ABDC 
BXC 6 BCDE 
ADC 4 BCDX 
BDC ACBX 
BCX ABCX 
AEBX 
ADBC 
BCXE 
4 Songs 
Number of 
birds 
2 
2 
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Figure 1. Logan River coursin~ al ong Logan Canyon. Photo 
taken in early r·1ay, 1973 . 
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C> 
"' 
....... __________ _ 
Figure 2. Deciduous bottom land of the Logan Canyon. Photo 
taken in early May, 1973. 
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Fi gure 3. Geographic relationships of the 
Bl acksmith Fork, Logan, and Cub 
River canyons of northern Utah and 
so uthern Idaho. 
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Figure 4. Sonagrams illustrating the song-versions of 
song- type A which were sung by five different 
Fox Sparrows. 
11 2 
SONG TYPE A 
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Figure 5. Sonagrams illustrating the song-versions of song-types 
B, C, D, and E; each version of a particular song-type 
was sung by a different Fox Sparrow. 
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SONG TYPE I SOMC T YPE C 
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Figure 6. Upper line delineates t he notes , syllabie-types 
and syl l able-type sequence composing a song-version 
of song-type C. Lower four lines illustrate 
syll able- types 1 through 49 of the Fox Sparrows of 
northern Utah and southern Idaho. 
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NOTES 
I 1~1~ prnr 8 6 ., 4 v \) ~,~, SYLLAIILE 
TYPE 
-
, . ' ' 
2 & 
SYLLAIILE 
SEQUENCE 11 34 35 29 37 38 
8 
6 I , 
" 
~ /\ 4 ~· • ,;' 
' 
~ ~I -2 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
---
8 
6 
"' 
,~ 
~ \ 
"'' 
I .. , 4 ~ 
·' 
~ ~ I' I 2 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
8 I 6 
II ~ I' 
4 ~ 
' ... " ' 
~· ,, ..... ~ I : 
' 
~ 
" 2 
, 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 
8 
6 ll r-,.#1 ,, • 
' 
I' ~\/ 1)\ 4 . '1111111\ 111 2 
38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 
0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2 .5 3 .0 
TIME ts.e~t) 
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Fig ure 7. Examples of the extent of the sy l lab le-type var i at ion among 
indi vidual Fox Sparrows . Examp l es illustra te the sy llable-
types which varied t he most . 
Figure 8. Sonagrams of three separate renditions of song-types 
A, B, and C from Fo x Spa rrow Bl-73 and 815-73. 
Examples illustra te the ability of individual s to 
duplicate their song-versions and emphasizes that two 
indivi dual s may possess song-types which are nearly 
identi ca l to one another. 
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Figure 9. Correlation of the number of syll ab le-
types with the number of songs 
constituting the repertoires of 133 
Fox Sparrows. 
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Figure 10. Similarity dendrogram from UPGMA cluster analysis 
showing the interrelationships of 71 Fox Sparrows 
(OTUs) based upon the presence or absence of 1 
through 49 syllable-types (unit characters) in the 
repertoire of each bird. Birds breeding in Cub 
River, Logan , and Blacksmith Fork canyons are 
designated as C, L, and B, respectively. 
Copheneti c correlation= 0.713. 
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Figure 11 . Similarity dendrogram from UPGMA clust er ana lysis 
showing the interrelationships of 71 Fox Sparrows 
(OTUs) based upon the presence or absence of 1 
through 5 song-types (unit characters) in the 
repertoire of each bird. Birds breeding in 
Cub River, Logan, and Bl acksmith Fork canyons 
are designated as C, L, and B, respectively. 
Cophenetic correlation= 0.734. 
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